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Notices 

Every effort has been made to supply complete and accurate information, 
however the information in this document is subject to change without 
notice. UNIT4 Business Software Limited assumes no responsibility for any 
errors that may occur in the documentation.  

Microsoft ® Excel, Windows ® and Microsoft ® SQL Server ™ are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United 
States and/or other countries. Crystal Reports is a trademark of Crystal 
Decisions, Inc. All other brand names, product names and company logos 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

This document contains information that is proprietary to and considered a 
trade secret of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. It is expressly agreed 
that it shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, disclosed, divulged, or 
otherwise made available to any third party either directly or indirectly. 
Reproduction of this documentation for any purposes is prohibited without 
the prior express written authorisation of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. 
All rights reserved. 

UNIT4 Business Software Ltd © 2011. 
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Welcome 
 

Welcome to the ABW Financial Basics training. 

This is a training course that outlines the basic concepts of ABW Financials. 
The course contains eight training sessions as follows: 

• Session 1 – Looking at ABW Cornerstones. 

• Session 2 – Creating a new company. 

• Session 3 – Working with currency. 

• Session 4 – Working with tax. 

• Session 5 – Working with accounting structures. 

• Session 6 – Working with preposting routines. 

• Session 7 – Managing General Ledger transactions. 

• Session 8 – Looking at triggers. 

The course is designed for super and advanced users, and you should be 
familiar with using and working in a Microsoft Windows environment. 

 

Training basics 

Your trainer will explain: 

• Location of facilities including toilets, tea and coffee. 

• Fire procedures within the building and the marshalling points. 

• Mobile phones and PIM – make sure that they are switched off. 

• Breaks – there are regular breaks during the course including 
coffee breaks at convenient points throughout the day and a 
lunch break of approximately 1 hour. 

• Feedback – forms are distributed to provide feedback on the 
course. Please fill them in before you leave. 
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Introducing the course 

Your trainer will explain the course format and materials: 

• The course is a combination of demonstrations, which you can 
follow on your PC, and exercises to confirm your understanding 
of the topics covered, which unless stated otherwise should be 
completed on the new ABW client created in the first exercise. 

• Teaching aids, such as PowerPoint presentations, are used where 
appropriate to help to help explain concepts, processes or 
procedures. 

• A number of documents support the course: 

• ABW Financial Basics course Delegate’s Workbook to 
guide you through the course (this document). 

• ABW Financial Basics course Exercise Workbook 
containing a set of exercises to do as you work through 
the Delegate’s Workbook. 

Additional information on the topics covered in the training is available in 
the On-line Help, and these ABW Reference Manuals: 

• Accounting Structure. 

• Currency Treatment. 

• General Ledger Budgeting. 

• General Ledger Transactions. 

• New Company. 

• Preposting Routines. 

• Tax Treatment. 

• Triggers. 
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Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course are to help you: 

• Understand how ABW works with attributes, relations, exchange 
rates, and fixed registers. 

• Have sufficient understanding so that as a Super User you can 
fully contribute to an implementation of ABW, administer 
standing data on an existing ABW system, and support other end 
users. 

• Understand the scope of the ABW General Ledger. 

• Understand how you enter different types of journal. 

• Understand how to retrieve information from the General Ledger. 

• Understand the use of Triggers and how to setup them up. 

At various stages in the course you are asked to complete exercises to help 
you understand the concepts and tasks that are described by your trainer. 

Each session has a set of key learning points that you can use to check 
that you have understood how to perform the tasks that are described in 
the session training. 

 

About this course 

This course is intended to provide you with an overview of some of ABW’s 
key financial concepts and setup activities which are required for an 
implementation of Agresso Business World. 
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Further courses to attend 

After the training, you can attend additional training related to individual 
ABW modules to support your specific business processes. 

There are courses that cover the following areas: 

• ABW Financial Modules. 

• ABW Project Modules. 

• ABW Human Resources Modules. 

• ABW Logistics Modules. 

• UK Payroll. 

• Enquiry/Reporting. 

 

In addition, you may consider the following specific courses: 

• Enquiry, Browser and Analyzer. 

• Technical Foundation. 

• ABW Security and Administration. 

• Supporting ABW. 
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Session 1 
Looking at ABW Cornerstones 
 

This session recaps on the cornerstones of ABW that form the basis of the 
system’s flexibility, and which were introduced to you in the Introduction to 
ABW course. 

This session is divided into a number of walkthroughs with your trainer: 

• Looking at attributes. 

• Looking at relations. 

• Looking at account rules. 

• Looking at business views. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 
cornerstones of ABW, and how they help meet the requirements of an 
organisation’s changing environment. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding what attributes are and their purpose. 

Understanding what relations are and their purpose. 

Understanding what account rules are and their purpose. 

Understanding how attributes, relations, and account rules link 
together. 

Understanding what business views are. 
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The cornerstones of ABW are: 

• Attributes – group information into categories to capture the 
information required for reporting. 

• Account rules – validate and control information entered into 
ABW (rules also allow information to be automatically derived 
from other, related information). 

• Relations – link related categories of information for code 
completion/validation of data entry and hierarchical reporting. 

• Business views – speed up enquiries by storing balance totals in 
balance tables. 

These cornerstones are user defined which allows clients to set up a 
system for their specific needs, and to change the system setup to reflect 
changes in their organisation. 
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Looking at attributes 

Attributes are types or categories of data. Attributes group information for 
purposes of managing the information, for example: 

• Department. 

• Cost Centre. 

• Accounts. 

When working with attributes: 

• You can define attributes to suit your business requirements. 

• You define each attribute with a unique Attribute Code. 

• You define Attribute Values to each Attribute Code (for a 
Department attribute, the attribute values may be Finance, 
Personnel, Sales etc.). 

There are three types of attributes in ABW: 

• Posting - categorise information at the lowest level of detail, i.e. 
transaction level. An asset can be a posting attribute to record an 
asset code against all transactions relating to the asset. 

• Reporting - group information for reporting or validation 
purposes. A Department could be a reporting attribute, grouping 
information for all the cost centres that belong to that 
Department. 

• System – standard ABW attributes that are pre-defined within 
ABW, for example Tax Code or Suppliers. You need to define 
values for some of these attributes when you implement your 
own system. 
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Looking at relations 

A Relation in ABW is two or more attributes that are linked together to 
build a reporting or validation structure. 

For example, you could make a link between the attributes COSTC and 
SECTION, with certain cost centres reporting to certain sections. SECTION 
is then called a relation (or related attribute) in ABW, as it is has a 
hierarchical relationship with cost centre.  

If cost centre information is included in individual transactions, a 
relationship between cost centre and section allows reporting to be done at 
section level without a need to enter section information as part of the 
transaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can also use relations to: 

• Validate postings.  

• Automatically complete attribute values in the Posting window. 
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There are three types of relation in ABW: 

• Fixed Relation – pre-defined in ABW, for example account groups 
are pre-defined as having a relation with the attribute 
ACCOUNTS. 

• Direct Relation – used for code completion, for example to 
simplify transaction entry by making the system fill in values for 
one attribute automatically based on the value of another 
attribute. 

• Indirect Relation – used for building reporting structures, 
validating legal combinations of values in transaction entry, and 
linking additional information to an attribute value. 

 

Looking at account rules 

Account rules define and control the analysis required when transactions 
are entered into ABW. This analysis can consist of posting attributes, 
amounts, and statistical values. 

Every transaction in the General Ledger must be posted to an account and 
each account must in turn belong to an account rule.  

Account rules are set up using the Account rules window and are linked to 
each account in the Chart of accounts:  

 

You can select the rule and then show the rule definition. You can define 
default values for attributes, for example a tax code, and each attribute 
can be defined as mandatory, fixed, optional or no check. 
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The account rule can also be used to define the currency and tax 
requirements of transactions posted to accounts linked to that rule. 

 

Looking at business views 

Business views are enquiry and reporting capabilities of ABW, of which a 
key component is the balance table.  

All ABW transactions are stored in transaction tables for the relevant 
modules e.g. agltrans, asutrans etc. These transaction tables hold all the 
detail information posted with the transaction e.g. date, transaction 
number, GL analysis etc. You can create balance tables to hold a 
summarised version of the information in these transaction tables. 

ABW is supplied with a number of standard balance tables. However, as 
organisations differ it is more appropriate to also define balance tables to 
suit your own reporting needs. Balance tables: 

• Can be user defined tables. 

• Hold balances for ’like’ attribute values. 

• Can hold user defined amounts (including mathematical 
expressions). 

For example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aggregated balance table that 
shows only subtotals 

Full list of posted 
transactions including sub 
totals 
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Session 2 
Creating a New Company  
 

This session of the training provides you with a demonstration of how you 
can create a new company in ABW. It covers: 

• Setting up a new company. 

• Copying data between companies. 

• Accessing a new company. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding how you create and set up a new company in ABW. 

Understanding how you can copy data from one company to 
another to aid new company set up. 

Understanding how you grant user access to a new company. 
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Setting up a new company 

This section demonstrates how you create a new company in the ABW 
database, and set up the fixed registers. 

You set up a new company using the New company window which you use 
to define the new company, and the ABW fixed registers that are required: 

 

There are 7 tabs which you can use to define the company details: 

• Company – general information about the company, including 
country, VAT number, and company number. 

• Address – company address information that may be selected 
when producing company reports, a company may have multiple 
different addresses (e.g. an address for invoices, an address for 
reminders etc.). 

• Setup – system setup information for the company including, 
language, number of periods, differences which may be accepted 
during transaction registration or payment, etc. 

• Links – links (if any) to other company tables in ABW, and to a 
company to which the new company reports (in the same 
database). 

• Accounts – account information used for system-generated 
transactions relating to the new company (you do not enter this 
information during initial company creation but instead enter 
details after you set up the company chart of accounts). 
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• Currency – currency treatment rules in use by the new company 
(this information is not entered during initial company creation). 

• VAT – account information relating to VAT, where relevant (not 
entered during initial company creation). 

You need to enter the following minimum information when you create a 
new company in ABW: 

• Company ID (a unique 2 digit code of your choice) and company 
name. 

• Country. 

• General address. 

• Language code. 

• System setup code. 

• Number of accounting periods. 

• Differences (transaction and payment). 

• Links (if the company is sharing common registers). 
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1. Display an existing Company window for A1 ABW Build Client: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Setting up a new 
company | New company. 

 Type in Company A1 and Tab out. 

 

 

2. Display the Address tab: 

 Select Address (or keep pressing Tab on the Company tab until 
the Address tab is displayed): 

 

Note: ► 
A Company ID is a 
unique code, and 
cannot be used 
more than once in 
the same ABW 
database. 

 

 

Note: ► 
You MUST define a 
minimum of 1 
address for a 
company. 

 

Warning: ► 
DO NOT use the 
drop-down lists to 
change the field 
information – this 
causes ABW to 
validate the new 
company client 
code against the 
code table (the 
code is not 
entered until the 
company details 
are saved). 

Company ID field Company Name field 
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 Double click on the Contact field for General Type to display the 
address window and its 3 tabs that are used to define the General 
company address (the Country field is automatically completed 
based on the country type you previously selected), telephone 
numbers and e-mail addresses: 

 

3. To save the company address details and return to the New 
Company window: 

 Press F11 (Keep). 

4. Display the Setup tab which you use to set up system 
information for the company: 

 Select Setup: 

 

◄ Note:  
The fields that are 
displayed on this 
tab vary according 
to the country that 
you select for the 
company on the 
Company field. 
◄ Note: 
You can change a 
company address 
after you have 
saved the details 
by selecting the 
Data | Zoom 
command (or 
Alt+F6), making 
changes to the 
address, and then 
keeping the 
changes. 

 

 

◄ Note:  
You must define 
the Current period 
later, after you set 
up the preposting 
routines. 

The Current period 
MUST be defined 
as it affects the 
accessibility of both 
data and posting 
data within ABW. 
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• Pay reference - this is the person responsible for remittances 
within the company. The name is displayed on printed items from 
AP. 

• Reminder ref - this is the contact name displayed on reminders, 
interest notes, open items, statement of accounts etc. 

• The system setup code defines these details for the new 
company: 

• System setup parameters to be applied in the company. 

• Payment methods. 

• Menu items that are available in the Main Menu for the 
company. 

The system setup code on the Setup tab in the New Company 
window (EN, NO, SE, FR) deals with country-specific needs for 
the UK, Norway, Sweden, or France. Any changes to the setup 
affects ALL companies which have been defined with this setup (it 
may be necessary to define a non-standard code for company 
requirements). 

• Language - selects the default language used in ABW. 

• No of periods - excludes opening/closing periods. 

• Max trans diff - a tolerance level which the system uses to save 
transactions with small rounding errors. 

• Payment diff - allows an invoice to be marked as fully paid within 
this tolerance level. 

• Currency split check box - allows open items in AP or AR to be 
matched if they do not balance in transaction currency. 

• Tax system - default tax system for customers/suppliers. 

• Overrun % unselected - this is used in the ABW Contract 
Accounting module. 

5. Display the Links tab which you use to set up system information 
for the company: 

 Select Links. 

or: 

 Keep pressing Tab on the Setup tab: 

Note: ► 
If the System Setup 
code is left blank, 
the Company 
cannot be used. 
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You can use this tab to specify: 

• Remitt company – to make the new company share the Supplier 
masters of the company that you select in this field (users of 
both companies can maintain the Supplier master if their 
authorisation group (a System Administration function) allows 
them access. 

• Leg.act.company – to make the new company share the 
Customer master of the company that you select in this field. 

• Head office – the client code of the company to which it belongs 
in the group hierarchy. It is assumed that only one other 
company owns your new company. A consolidation of the results 
(in Balance Tables) depends on the contents of this field – which 
can be modified at any time. 

• Curr.company – to make the new company share the exchange 
rates of the company that you select in this field. 

• The Accounts, Currency and VAT tabs will be covered later. 

• Close the New Company window: 

 Select Close. 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.1: Setting up a new company 

 Note: 
Only the Head 
office link can be 
amended on this 
tab after the new 
company data has 
been saved. 
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Copying data between companies 

You can copy data between companies in ABW when you are setting up a 
new company to copy the functional configuration from an existing 
company to the shell of a new company that you have created, for example 
to copy the attributes from one company to another. 

The process of copying existing company data to a new company in ABW 
involves a two stage operation as follows: 

• Select the existing company and the tables that you want to copy 
to the new company. 

• Run an ABW server process to copy the data to the new 
company. 

You copy data from an existing company to a new company in ABW using 
the Copying data between companies window, which can be located just 
below New Company in the setting up a new company folder:  

 

There are two tabs: 

• Company – which you use to select the company from which you 
want to copy data, and the new company to which you want to 
copy the data. 

• Tables – which you use to select the tables that you want to 
copy. 
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1.  Display the Copying data between companies window (AG20): 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Setting up a new 
company | Copying data between companies: 

 

 

 

2.  Specify the company details: 

 Type a unique copy ID in the Copy ID field, using your initials nn. 

 Press Tab to move to the next field (ABW confirms that the copy 
ID code is unique in a message box, click OK to continue). 

 Select the company from which you want to copy data in the From 
client field, i.e. A1. 

 Select the check box beside Blue Bull Ltd to indicate the company 
to which you want to copy the data. 

 

3.  Display the Tables tab to select the tables that you want to copy 
between companies: 

 Select Tables. 

Note:  
You can use the 
Relation and 
Rel.value fields to 
limit the number of 
companies to which 
you are copying 
data, if you are 
copying to multiple 
companies. 

Company tab to select the company from which you want to 
copy, and the company to which you want to copy data. 

Tables tab to select 
the tables that you 
want to copy. 
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Details of the tables which are available for copying are 
displayed, including module name, table name, and the internal 
name used by ABW to identify the table: 

 

You have 3 copy type options available: 

• Delete and Insert – This option will delete existing and non 
common entries in the target table and replace them with the 
values from the source table. 

• Update and Insert – Here, existing entries in the target table 
will remain and be updated.  New entries from the source table 
will be inserted into the target table as new values. 

• Insert – This copy type will only insert new entries into the 
target table from the source table that do not already exist.  
Existing entries in the target table will remain unchanged. 

The first 2 options are commonly used when copying indexed tables such 
as agldimvalue, ahsrelvalue etc. 

Use Update and insert and Insert with great care to avoid duplicates in 
the target company. 

4.  Select a check box to select the table that you want to copy to the 
new company: 

 Select the Attributes table. 

 Select the Attribute values table for Attribute ADDRTYPE. 

 Select the Currency codes table. 

 Select the Period Maintenance table. 

 

Note: ► 
Do not select 
Attribute values 
without selecting 
the Attribute 
(otherwise all 
attribute values are 
copied). 

Copying the Chart 
of Accounts table 
also copies the 
Account rules and 
Account groups 
tables. 
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5.  Save the details: 

 Select Data | Save (or press F12). 

The copy details are saved, and the fields in the window are cleared. 

Call the data back and check details. 

 

6.  Close the window: 

 Select Close. 

You can now run the AG09 server process to copy the data tables 
from the selected company to the new company. 

7.  Display the AG09 Copying data between companies window: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Setting up a new 
company | Copying data between companies: 

 

8.  Specify a Copy ID to identify the company data copy operation that 
you want to run (this is the copy ID that you typed in step 2 above): 

 Type the copy ID in the Copy ID field, for example PW1 

9.  Save the details: 

 Note:  
You can save 
multiple copy IDs 
before you run the 
AG09 process. 
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 Select Data | Save (or press F12) – a message box is displayed 
with a report order number, for example: 

 

Select OK to acknowledge the message. 

10. Confirm that the AG09 process has run and completed successfully 
using the Maintenance of ordered reports: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Maintenance of ordered reports. 

 When the Status of AG09 has changed to ‘T’, place your cursor on 
your Order No, Select Tools | Show log (text format) and scroll to 
the end to display a message confirming that the process has 
ended OK. 

 Close both windows. 
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Accessing a new company 

Your company definition is now in place, and it should contain some initial 
data. At this point, however, there are no users with access to your new 
company. To continue building your company, you must define an ABW 
user, and subsequently give this user access to some or all of the items in 
ABW. 

You need to define user access to a new company to grant users access to 
each new company that you create. You can: 

• Set up a new user with access to a new company. 

• Connect an existing user to that they can access a new company. 

You grant user access to a new company using the User master file. 

1. Display the User master file window: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Users and access | User  
master file: 

 

This window has 4 tabs: User, Contact Information, Role and company, 
and Security. The relevant fields on each of these are explained 
below:  

 Note:  
ABW users are often 
placed in roles, and 
each role (and its 
assigned users) is 
given access to 
specific menu items. 
For now, we will 
ignore Roles. 
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User tab 

• User:  

1. Enter a user ID. The ID is actually a value of the USER 
attribute. 

2. Enter a User name, or use your ID, which is the default value. 
This will be your logon name, and note that logon is case-
sensitive. 

3. Enter a Description of your new user 

• Status:  

1. Use Date from and Date to define the period during which your 
user is valid, or just retain the default dates. 

2. Retain the Active status. 

• Miscellaneous: 

1. Enter the user’s language. Reports, ABW windows and menus 
etc. will be shown in the chosen language. 

2. Specify a printer for this user. Your choice can be overridden 
upon ordering a report. 

3. Enter the user’s report priority (0-9 = lowest-highest). 

4. Enter the user’s default IntellAgent alert type. 

5. Use Access from and Access to define the period during which 
you user is granted access. 

• Usage:  

1. Select Menu access. This will subsequently make your user 
eligible for access to specific ABW menu items. 

2. Select Workflow. This will subsequently make your user eligible 
for participation in workflow processes. 

3. Select Administrator. This will subsequently make your user 
eligible to access Management Console. 

• Contact Information:  

1. Displays information entered on the Address tab. 
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Contact Information tab 

This tab is nearly identical to that in Setting up a new company and Company 
information. Here, you enter address, phone and email information for your user, 
the latter of which appear under Contact information on the User tab. 

 

Role and company tab 

Double click your company in the Available list to move it to the Selected 
list. At the same time, it will appear under your user in the Roles and 
company list: 

 

Companies and roles in the Details company section shows the companies 
(and later the roles by company) to which your user has access. 
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Security tab 

On the Security tab, you may change your user’s password. If you choose 
to leave the password fields blank, the user name will also be the 
password, as determined by the relevant common parameters: 

 

Save your selections. 

If you close your current session and use your newly defined user to log on 
to your new company, you will have company access, but little else: 
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Menu access 

Access to the client does not necessarily mean access to the menu and 
items within. You must now grant access to particular (or all) menu items 
in your client. There are two ways to approach this: either by selecting the 
menu items to which your user is to have access (Menu-based access) and 
connecting your user to these, or by locating your user and then choosing 
the allowed menu items (Role/user-based access). Not only do you grant 
access to ABW Smart Client here, but also to the web client (Self Service), 
Mobile services, components and reports. 

Here we will use the former, Menu-based access to grant access to the 
Smart Client menu, as well as to Self Service. 

Smart client: 

1.  Display the Menu-based access window: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Users and access |  
Menu-based access. 

2.  Expand the representation of the ABW menu, and click Common. 

3.  Find your client in the dropdown: choose User in Roles/users in the 
Roles/users filter: 
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4. Double click your user name to move it from Roles and users column 
to the Access column: 

 

5.  Keep C, R, U, D to allow your user to create, read, update and delete 
data, respectively. 

6.  Save, and apply this access to the subsections in AGRESSO Common: 

 

7.  Repeat this procedure for AGRESSO Financials, Project and Settings. 
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Self Service client 

On Self Service, give access in the same way to Customer information (and 
subsections) under Customers & sales, as well as My employment: 

 

Close the window and select Yes to update menu. 
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Session 3 
Working with Currency 
 

This session provides you with an overview of how ABW handles 
transaction amounts and the use of foreign currency. 

This session is divided into these overviews and demonstrations: 

• Currency treatment in ABW. 

• Looking at amount types. 

• Looking at currencies and exchange rates. 

• Looking at exchange rate gains and losses. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of ABW’s 
currency support, and how you set up currency. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding currency treatment in ABW. 

Understanding amount types, and how you set them up. 

Understanding currencies and exchange rates, and how you set 
them up. 

Understanding how ABW manages gains and losses from 
fluctuations in exchange rates. 
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Currency treatment in ABW 

ABW uses the following for handling of transaction amounts and foreign 
currencies: 

• Amount types – up to four different amount types which are used 
for transactions, company currency, and reporting purposes. 

• Currencies and exchange rates – which define a relationship in 
ABW between amount types and currency exchange rates, and 
must be set up to allow multi-currency transactions and 
reporting. 

• Enquiries and reporting with amount types – functionality for 
setting up amount types for enquiry and reporting purposes. 

• Exchange gain/loss – accounting support for changes in the 
exchange rate between the posting of an invoice, and the 
payment of the invoice. Support is also provided to revalue 
accounts in the General Ledger, and open items in AP or AR, 
based on changes in exchange rates. 

The following ABW windows help you maintain and enquire on information 
about currency setup: 

• Currency codes – display and maintain codes for all currencies 
that are used in ABW. 

• Attributes – display and maintain transaction attributes and 
related attributes. 

• Currency types – display and maintain currency type and register 
exchange rates for each type (i.e. Attribute Values for 
EXCHTYPE). 

• Exchange rate enquiries – to perform enquiries on historical 
exchange rate changes during a period that you specify. 
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1.  Display the Currency codes window to display details of codes used 
for all currencies in ABW (these are often copied from a 
demonstration company during a new company set up): 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Exchange rates | Currency codes. 

 Press F7 to display details of currency codes: 

 

 

 Close the window. 

2.  Display the Attributes window to display details of transaction 
attributes and related attributes: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Attributes & relations | Attributes. 

 Press F7 to display details of Attributes. 

Details of related attributes are displayed in the Owner 
 field, for example: 

  

 

 Close the window. 

3. Display the Currency types window to display details of currency 
types and exchange rates for each type of currency: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Exchange rates | Currency types. 

Owner field indicates a direct relation to another attribute. 

 Note:  
The attribute 
Currency must 
previously exist 

Currencies available to be used in ABW. 

 Note:  
These automatically 
default as Attribute 
Values for CURRENCY 
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 Press F7 to display details of currency types: 

 

 

The attribute values for the attribute EXCHTYPE are displayed. 

 Close the window. 

4.  Display the Exchange rate enquiries window for performing enquiries 
on historical exchange rate changes: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Exchange rates | Exchange rate 
enquiries: 

 

 Select a Currency type, for example GBP Rates. 

Currencies types 

Note:  ► 
The attribute value 
for the main 
company currency 
must be 1. 
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 Press Tab to move to the table field, the Base currency 
information is displayed: 

 

 

 Press F7 to display details of exchange rates: 

 

 Close the window. 

Base currency for selected currency type 
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Entering Exchange Rates 

1.  Display the Exchange rate entry window to display and register 
exchange rates for the different currency types: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Exchange rates | Exchange rate 
entry: 

 

NOTE:  

• The Currency date is important when entering new rates. 

• If the currency code has been defined per 100 units in the 
Currency codes window, the Reg. rate value that you need to 
enter must be divided by 100 to give the exchange rate. 

• The mechanism by which the exchange rate is calculated may be 
either Direct or Indirect: 

Direct Indirect 

Amount in transaction 
currency x Exchange rate = 
base currency amount 

or: 

Rate = Base currency 
amount / Amount in 
transaction currency 

Amount in transaction 
currency / Exchange rate = 
base currency amount 

or: 

Rate = Amount in transaction 
currency / Base currency 
amount 

2.  Enter exchange rates for conversion from base currency (GBP) to 
USD (0.66) for the start of 2006: 

 Type 01/04/2006 for the date field. Note:  ► 
You cannot update 
exchange rates for 
dates earlier than 
the Date from of 
the old exchange 
rate. 
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 Type USD for the Curr, and a rate of 0.66 for the Reg. rate and  
tab. 

 Press F12 to save the changes. 

 Select Close. 

3.  Display the Exchange rate enquiry window and search for all entries 
where the currency is US dollars: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Exchange rates | Exchange rate  
enquiry: 

 

 Select GBP Rates for the Currency type. 

 Press Tab to move to the table field. 

 Type USD for the Curr. 

 Press F7 to display all entries where Curr = USD, for example: 

 

 Select Close. 
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Looking at Amount types 

You set up the Company currency and Amount3 or 4 reporting currency 
using the Currency tab in the Company Information window: 

1.  Display the Company Information window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Company  
information. 

2.  Display the Currency tab: 

 Select Currency: 

 

The Amount currency (the company currency), for example Sterling 
Pounds, is defined using these fields in the Amount portion of the 
window: 

 

• Currency – defines the company currency. 

• Currency type – the currency type for the Currency. 
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A reporting currency, for example US dollars, can be defined as the 
Amount3 or Amount4 currency, and is defined using these fields in 
the Amount3 or Amount4 portions of the window: 

 

• Currency – defines the Amount3/4 currency. 

• Currency type – the currency type for the Amount3/4 currency. 

• Balance - if selected transactions must balance in the currency 
(the difference is posted to either a Difference account or a 
Balance account). 

• Difference acc. – an account to which a difference is posted if the 
Balance checkbox is selected, and the difference is less than the 
value in Max.trans.diff. 

• Max.trans.diff – a value which determines if the Difference acc. 
or Balance acc. are used when balancing is required. 

• Balance acc. – an account to which the difference is posted if the 
Balance checkbox is selected, and the difference is greater than 
the value in Max.trans.diff. 

3.  Close the Company Information window: 

 Select Close. 

ABW is now able to calculate and display the equivalent company 
currency according to the exchange rates which are defined for the 
company type when required. 

4.  Display the VP10 Posting window in ABW Build Client: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Transaction entry |  
Posting. 

 Tab through to Account (click OK when requested). 

 Enter a transaction line to the Bank (9300) with a currency of 100  
US dollars. 

ABW calculates and displays the equivalent company currency. 
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The exchange rate used for the currency calculation in the Posting 
window is the exchange rate which is defined for the appropriate 
transaction date (i.e. 0.66 entered previously). 

5.  Complete the transaction in the VP10 Posting window, using account 
1015 and Cost Centre ZCCBS. 

6.  Save the Transaction and close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 3.1: Setting up company currency 
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Looking at exchange rate gains and losses 

ABW provides support for changes in the exchange rate of an invoice 
currency between posting and payment via realised and unrealised gains 
and losses on rates of exchange: 

• A realised exchange gain/loss is calculated and posted when the 
exchange rate changes in the period between posting and 
payment of an invoice. 

• An unrealised exchange gain/loss is calculated and posted when 
you revaluate either General Ledger or AP/AR accounts. 

For example, assume the following situation: 

 

70 80  

75 
items  

January March 

Exch.rate=0.8 Exch.rate=0.75 

Invoice  
100 USD 

Record on AGRESSO  

100 USD =  
Company currency 

Record payment   
transaction 

100 USD =  
Company currency Authorisation 

Exch.rate=0.7 

Difference of 10 
Realised gain/loss 

Any unrealised gain/loss previously posted is reversed 

Revalue AP/AR open  

100 USD =  
Company currency 

Difference of 5 
Unrealised gain/loss 

June 

(Posting) 

 

In this situation: 

• An invoice for 100 USD is issued in January when the exchange 
rate is 0.7 (and the invoice value in the company currency is 70). 

• A change in the exchange rate to 0.75 in March causes a 
revaluation of the open item in AP/AR and GL, this leads to a 
difference of 5 in the company currency (an unrealised gain). 
These accounts are used for the AP/AR adjustments: 
 
Capitalised exchange gain/loss account – this is the account to 
which the adjustment for the change in the value of the account 
is posted. 
 
Unrealised exchange gain/loss account – this is the account to 
which the offset amount is posted. 
 
The revaluation in the General Ledger generates a transaction to 
adjust the value of the account, and the offset is posted to an 
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Exchange gain trade account (in the event of a loss the 
adjustment is posted to an Exchange loss trade account). 

• The invoice is finally paid in June when the payment transaction 
is recorded in ABW, and the exchange rate is now 0.8. The 
payment transaction recorded in ABW is 100 USD (the original 
invoice amount), however the change in the exchange rate 
between invoice issue and payment has produced a realised gain 
of 10 in the company currency (ABW reverses the unrealised gain 
generated by the March revaluation when the payment 
transaction is posted). 

The accounts to which gains and losses are posted as a consequence of 
fluctuations in the exchange rate can be set up in three places depending 
upon where it is to be used: 

• Customer Group – Accounts Receivable 

• Supplier Group – Accounts Payable 

• Company Information – General Ledger 

Display the Customer groups window in Company A3 ABW Training 
Client:  

 Select Financials | Accounts Receivables | Fixed registers |  
Customer groups. 

 Select Customer Group TR. 

 Select the Exch. acc. tab: 

 

You use the following fields to specify the accounts that you require for 
posting of exchange rate gains and losses on the account (both of the 
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accounts specified via the following fields are used when ABW 
automatically posts exchange rate gain or losses in AGRTPS): 

• Exchange gain – the account for exchange rate gain for payment 
in foreign currency. 

• Exchange loss – the account for exchange rate loss for payment 
in foreign currency.  

 Select Close. 

The following General Ledger transaction provides an illustrated 
example of a realised gain generated on the changing value of an 
account according to a fluctuation in the GBP/USD exchange rate.  

When the invoice is posted: 

 

• An invoice is posted in the period 200601.  

• The customer invoice amount is USD 4500.00. 

• The exchange rate of 0.532 calculates a currency amount of GBP 
2395.04. 

When payment for the invoice was posted in period 200602: 

• The exchange rate has changed to 0.687. 

• The customer invoice value remains unchanged at USD 4500.00. 

• ABW calculates the currency amount at GBP 3091.98 as a 
consequence of the change to the exchange rate. 

• A realised gain of GBP 696.94 has been calculated. 

 Note:  
Curr. amount may 
not be displayed by 
default. Use Setup 
from the Tools 
menu to select this 
field 
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• The realised gain is posted to the appropriate exchange gain  
account  - TransNo 10053 (8030 - as defined on the Exch acc tab 
in the Customer groups window): 
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Session 4 
Working with Tax 
 

This session describes the tax administration facilities in ABW and explains 
how ABW automatically posts tax transactions. 

This session is divided into these overviews and demonstrations: 

• Tax treatment in ABW. 

• Working with tax codes. 

• Working with tax systems. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
you set up tax in ABW. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding how ABW handles tax. 

Understanding what tax codes are, and how you set them up. 

Understanding what a tax system is, and how you set it up. 
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Tax treatment in ABW 

Tax administration within the ABW General Ledger provides you with 
flexibility for handling of the most complex of taxation requirements: 

• Tax codes can be connected to each other so that registration of 
a tax code for calculation of tax automatically generates new tax 
transactions. 

• Tax codes can be coupled with other items in ABW, for example 
with a specific department or a particular project. 

• Functionality is provided for: 

• Handling of full and partial tax exemption. 

• Manual posting of tax transactions. 

• Rounding and amendments. 

• Discounts on the base amount can be deducted before 
calculation of the tax. 

• Tax declaration reports can be modified from within ABW 
to suit the exact requirements of the tax authorities to 
which you report. 
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Working with tax codes 

You can set up tax codes in ABW to enter and maintain tax codes which 
ABW uses for the automatic posting of tax, and to set up links between tax 
codes so that registration of a code for tax calculation automatically 
generates a new tax transaction. 

You can associate tax codes with suppliers, products, and account rules. 

You set up and maintain tax codes using the Tax codes window: 

Display the Tax codes window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Tax codes. 

 Press F9/F7 (Field Help) to view tax codes set up. 

 Select Tax code PS: 

 

The following are the key fields: 

• Tax code – a two character alphanumeric tax code, and 
description. 

• Type – determines if the code is used on manual registration or 
generated from another tax code, options are: 

• Normal – the tax code is registered manually. 

• Generated – the tax code is generated from another tax 
code. 

• Category – the tax code is generated from another tax 
code, if the tax system defined on transaction registration 
matches a link defined on the Link tab. 
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• Currency – the currency code to which the tax code applies (use 
* for all currencies). 

• General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable – if 
selected, the tax codes can be used in transactions for the 
selected module(s). 

• Rounding – allows a rounding level to be selected for rounding to 
the nearest whole number, either upwards or downwards. 

• Net base – selects a calculation base for a Category type tax 
code, one of: 

• Checkbox selected - net amount exclusive of VAT. 

• Checkbox not selected – gross amount inclusive of VAT. 

• Update amount – controls the relation between registered 
amount, and tax and total amounts, settings are: 

• For a Generated or Category type the field is clear. 

• For a Manual tax for Tax exemption the field does not 
apply (the tax code is overwritten by the tax system). 

• For a Normal type you can select or deselect the field 
depending on settings in order fields. 

• Cash principle – if selected, tax is declared on payment of the 
invoice (if not selected tax is declared on posting of the invoice). 

• Change calc. VAT – if selected, you can amend the tax calculation 
in registration windows using Tools | Amend tax (for example to 
change the tax on purchase invoices where the system calculated 
tax differs to the supplier invoice tax). 

• Status – N = Open, C = Closed. 

• Account – GL account to be used to record VAT. 

• Percent – the VAT rate. 

• Factor VAT – the percentage of the base amount from which the 
tax is calculated (100% indicates no reduction). 

• Dates to and from – the date range for which the VAT rate is 
valid. 
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Working with the tax system 

You use the ABW tax system to: 

• Define a tax system for a particular company (or for a customer 
or supplier of the company). 

• Control links between tax codes. 

• Override tax codes in a registration window. 

Typical uses of tax systems are: 

• Linking a tax system to a company, for example to assign a 
company as a member of the EU tax system. 

• Linking tax systems for a customer and customer groups, for 
example where a special tax system exists for an individual 
customer or a group of customers (you can also link tax systems 
for suppliers and supplier groups). 

• Defining how supplier discounts are calculated. 

• Facilitate the posting of VAT only transactions. 

You use the Tax system window to set up tax systems in ABW: 

1.  Display the Tax system window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Tax system: 
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The following are the key fields for setting up a tax system: 

• TS – a two character alphanumeric tax system code. 

• Description – a description of the tax system. 

• Exempt – if selected, tax is not calculated (assumes that the 
company/supplier/customer is exempt from tax, or that the tax 
calculation is performed manually or on a separate invoice). 

• VAT transaction – if selected, the total amount in the row marked 
for the relevant code for the tax system is posted as a tax 
transaction (the base amount is not posted in the tax 
transactions register). If not selected, the tax is calculated in the 
normal way, according to the tax code and tax system defined on 
registration. 

• Base w/o discount- if selected, the base does not include any 
discount. The base for tax calculation is reduced by any discounts 
(according to the payment terms) before the tax is calculated. 
The field for base in the tax transaction register is given the 
value 0. If not selected, the base includes a discount (the base 
for tax calculation is not reduced by any discounts). 

• Factor VAT - the percentage part of the base after agreement 
with the tax authorities. A value of 100.00% indicates full base. 

 

2.  Set up a new tax system in client T1 that you can use to exempt a 
transaction, customer, or supplier from VAT calculation: 

 Type EX for the TS code. 

 Type Exempt for the Description. 

 Select the Exempt check box (so tax is not calculated). 

 Enter 100% for the Factor VAT (for full base). 
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3.  Set up a new tax system that you can use to manually enter tax on a 
transaction: 

 Type MA for the TS code. 

 Type Manual Tax for the Description. 

 Select the VAT Transaction check box (so the total amount in the  
row marked for the relevant code for the tax system is posted as a 
tax transaction). 

 Enter 100% for the Factor VAT (for full base). 

4.  Set up a new tax system that you can use to deduct a discount from 
the base amount before calculating the tax: 

 Type SD for the TS code. 

 Type Settlement Discount for the Description 

 Select the Base w/o discount check box (so the base does not  
include any discount). 

 Enter 100% for the Factor VAT (for full base). 

5.  Save the changes then close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.1: Setting up tax codes 
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Tax reporting 

To be able to run the report GL04 VAT Statement, you need to set up/define 
the contents of this report: 

1.  Display the Setup tax reporting window for Client A3 ABW Training 
Client: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Tax reporting |  
Fixed registers | Setup tax reporting: 

 

• SequenceNo - Indicates the order in which the rows will appear in 
the report.  

• Text - Description of reporting rows. 

• Amount: 

o Base amount - Indicates the amount on which the tax 
calculation is based. 

o Tax amount - Indicates the tax calculated. 

2.  Define a simple report: 

SequenceNo: 10 Total sales   Tax code: SS  Amount: Base amount 

SequenceNo: 20 Tax on sales  Tax code: SS  Amount: Tax amount 

SequenceNo: 30 Total purchases Tax code: PS   Amount: Base amount 

SequenceNo: 40 Tax on purchases Tax code: PS  Amount: Tax amount 

SequenceNo: 50 Total tax  Tax code: SS  Amount: Tax amount 

SequenceNo: 50 Total tax   Tax code: PS  Amount: Tax amount 

 

Note:  ► 
Transactions to be 
totalled and shown 
as one row in the 
report, should be 
given the same 
SequenceNo. 

All rows with the 
same SequenceNo 
should have the 
same description 
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The VAT Statement corresponds to the report defined in Setup tax reporting.  

1.  Run the VAT Statement for April 2005: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Tax reporting |  
VAT statement: 

 

• Execute updating - determines whether the tax transactions will 
be marked as declared in the relevant reporting period. 

• Tax report - corresponds to the report defined in the GL35: 
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The GL05 VAT Code transaction listing report shows all the tax postings with 
transaction number, date, calculation base and tax amount sorted by tax 
code. 

1.  Display the VAT Code Transaction listing: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Tax reporting | VAT  
Code transaction listing: 
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Tax transactions enquiries retrieves transactions from the tax transactions 
register (table agltaxtrans), which we recommend should be reconciled 
with the General Ledger.  

1.  Display Tax Transaction Enquiries: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Tax reporting | Tax  
transaction enquiries: 

 

• Items to declare – This is the usual selection. Items not to 
declare limits the enquiry to only those tax transactions that are 
declared when the invoice is paid, not when it is posted. 

• ESL – this checkbox indicates that trilateral trade is carried out 
(between three EU countries). This will be used, for example, in 
reporting of sales to other EU countries. This check box is 
selected by using Amend tax in the Tools menu when the 
transaction is registered.  

 Click OK. 

 

 

 Note: 
This tax transactions 
register is the same one 
used for GL05 VAT Code 
transaction listing report. 
Recommend this register 
is reconciled with the 
General Ledger. 

. 
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Session 5 
Working with Accounting 
Structures 
 

This session describes how you set up an accounting structure to translate 
the financial and statistical information needs of a company into posting 
and reporting procedures (while seeking to minimise transaction entry and 
maximise accounting and management information output). 

This session is divided into these demonstrations: 

• Creating a business model. 

• Setting up attributes. 

• Setting up relations. 

• Setting up a transaction plan. 

• Setting up account rules. 

• Setting up account groups. 

• Setting up a chart of accounts. 

 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of 
accounting structures in ABW. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding accounting structures and how they are used. 

Understanding business models, and how they are created. 

Understanding attribute types, and how attributes are set up. 

Understanding relations, and how relations are set up. 

Understanding a transaction plan. 

Understanding accounting rules, and how they are set up. 

Understanding charts of accounts, and how they are set up. 
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Creating a business model 

A business model in ABW is a tool that you can use to map out the key 
attributes in an organisation for purposes of defining the accounting and 
business information needs and expectations of a company. 

The starting point for creating all business models is to define a company’s 
reporting requirements, typical examples of this include: 

• Cost/revenue/profit by cost centre/department/company. 

• Cost/revenue/profit by project/product. 

• Assets/liabilities by staff/cost centre/department/company. 

• Mileage costs/commission/bonus by staff. 

By defining the reporting expectations of a company, you can map out a 
company’s key attributes. By plotting the main accounting areas against 
the base item detail, you can create a business model matrix which 
illustrates a company’s report/information requirements. 

 

Looking at A3 ABW Training Client business model 

Training Ltd is structured as follows: 

• 5 localities are split into cost centres across two regions. 

• Cost centres are also grouped by 10 Business Units which belong 
to 5 divisions. 

• Some cost centres are also posted by Areas for Cost of Sales-
Promotions.  

The main reporting requirements (P&L) are by: 

• Cost centre. 

• Location. 

Additional reporting requirements are: 

• Business Unit. 

• Revenue per employee (resource) for bonus purposes. 
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Assume the company has identified the following core accounting and 
management reporting areas: 

• Assets 

• Liabilities 

• Revenue 

• Expenses 

Assets and liabilities need to be reported by company only (further analysis 
of these items is not required). 

Using the company structure and reporting requirements we can plot the 
main accounting areas against the base item detail to create a business 
model matrix that illustrates a company’s report/information requirements. 
Based on this, we can also decide whether the information is to be posted 
or reported by relations. 

Reporting 
Area 

Cost 

Centre 

Locality Business 

Unit 

Resource Areas Division Region 

Attribute 
Type 

P R R P R R R 

Assets -       

Liabilities -       

Revenue        

Expenses        

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.1: Defining a business model 
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Setting up attributes 

Attributes are categories of information which are used within ABW for 
storing information in an accounting system. 

All attributes in ABW are assigned a name and one or more values. Typical 
attributes include Cost Centre, Section, Department, Project, Employee. 

ABW uses these three different types of attribute: 

• System (reserved) attributes. 

• Posting (transaction entry) attributes. 

• Reporting (relation) attributes. 

The relationship between these is illustrated as follows: 

 

System attributes 

These attributes are reserved for functions within ABW and are generally 
not changed (as alterations may affect system functionality, for example 
the functionality of ABW tables). The features of system attributes are: 

• They are standard (they are pre-defined and not changed by a 
user). 

• They typically have IDs in the range A0 to NZ. 

• They can be posting, reporting, or other fields. 

Posting Attributes

System Attributes

Reporting Attributes

ACCOUNT
CLIENT
CUST.ID

PROJECT    

PRO.TYPE

ACCGRP

SALESREP

CUST.TYPE

COSTC

CONS

OFFICE

Posting Attributes

System Attributes

Reporting Attributes

ACCOUNT
CLIENT
CUST.ID

PROJECT    

PRO.TYPE

ACCGRP

SALESREP

CUST.TYPE

COSTC

CONS

OFFICE
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Posting attributes 

These attributes are used when posting transactions in ABW. The features 
of Posting attributes are: 

• They allow a value to be chosen when posting. 

• They need to place an attribute in a category (field = Cat1 – 
Cat7). 

• Categories selected depend on use of attribute in balance tables 
and account rules. 

 

Reporting attributes 

These attributes can be connected to other attributes for reporting 
purposes. The features of Reporting attributes are: 

• They are defined for reporting needs. 

• They can be connected to posting or other reporting attributes. 

• The field is free. 

Attributes cannot be deleted from ABW but may have their status changed 
to T (Terminated). 
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Differences between Posting and Reporting attributes 

Definition of posting and reporting attributes is a major component of any 
ABW implementation, and it is important to realise the fundamental 
differences between posting and reporting attributes.  

Key features of posting attributes are: 

• You can post a single transaction line using up to 7 different 
posting attributes. 

• Tables to which transaction values are posted are determined by 
category fields 1 to 7. 

• Different accounts typically require different input so you can use 
more than one attribute per category, but you cannot post 
transactions to more than one attribute for a given category on a 
single account, for example: 

Account Cat1 Cat2 Cat3 Cat… 

Rent Cost centre    

Sales Cost centre Project Resource  

Dept. Cost centre  Asset  

• Some system attributes have been predefined in a category (e.g. 
PROJECT in category 2). 

• You cannot define a balance table with 2 or more attributes that 
have been assigned to the same category. 

• All categories have a maximum permitted length of 12 
characters. 

 

Key features of reporting attributes are: 

• They cannot be used in transaction entry. 

• They can be connected to other attributes for reporting and other 
purposes. 

• Reporting structures may change over time. 

You use the Attributes and Attribute Values windows to set up and maintain 
attributes and their values: 
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1.  Display the Attributes window to display details of attributes: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Attributes & relations | Attributes. 

 Press F7 to display details of all attributes: 

 

2.  a) Locate the A0 ACCOUNT attribute: 

 

   This is a system attribute defined with these settings: 

• Type – A indicates an alphanumeric field. 

• Field – Account is a system type category. 

• Mnt – A indicates Automatic update via attribute values entered 
elsewhere, e.g. Chart of accounts. 

• S – N indicates a Normal status. 

  b) Locate the A0 ACCOUNT attribute values: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Attributes & relations | Attribute  
Values. 

 Select Attribute ACCOUNT and tab off. A message will appear (as  
Mnt = A in the Attribute window). 

 

 Click OK. 
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 Press F7 to display details of all attribute values: 

 

3.  a) Locate the B0 PROJECT attribute: 

 

This is a posting attribute defined with these settings: 

• Owner – COSTC indicates a direct relation to COSTC (when a 
value is entered for PROJECT, the COSTC value will be 
completed). 

• Field – Cat2 specifies a maximum attribute value of 8 characters. 

• M – is selected to place the attribute value in a temporary cache 
when starting ABW (for speeding up processing). 

  b)  Locate the B0 PROJECT attribute values: 

 Press F7 to display details of all attribute values: 

 

 A column exits to link Projects to a Cost Centre 
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4.  a) Locate the AO MARKET attribute: 

 

This is reporting, system attribute defined with these settings: 

• Mnt – M indicates attribute values may be updated manually via 
the Attribute values window (the alternative is O for optional 
where no values are specified, e.g. the list is too long). 

• Field – Free specifies a reporting type category. 

Note: The following on the Attributes window for setting up 
attributes: 

• You should not change the ID field (the Attribute and Description 
fields can be changed). 

• Avoid using the attribute codes A0 to NZ when defining new 
attributes. 

• The A (Address information) field can be selected to link an 
address to an attribute value (e.g. SITE). 

• The text entered in the Descr field is shown in the Value column 
in the Attribute values window (e.g. RATECODE) to allow you to 
enter additional descriptions against each attribute value. 

• If the common parameter CHKPOSCLI is defined with the Status 
check box selected, the attribute ID must use the same fields in 
every company using the database. 

 b) Locate the AO MARKET attribute values: 

 Press F7 to display details of all attribute values: 

 

5.  Close the Attributes and Attribute Values windows. 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.2: Defining attribute types 
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Setting up relations 

Relations are links between attributes, i.e. links between related categories 
of information. 

There are three types of relation: 

• Direct – typically used for simple code completion. 

• Indirect – typically used for building report structures, validation 
and user group control. 

• Fixed – typically used for value matrix, account groups, and 
fixed functions in other modules. 

Setting up direct relations 

The following illustrates a direct relation which is set up between a 
company’s Areas and Cost Centre attributes: 

 

Agresso Training 
Client

Area

B = Bristol T = Taunton

CBAR CBBR CBBS CBGM CBHI CBWM CTBR CTHI ZCCBS

Cost Centre

= Posting ATTRIBUTE

= ATTRIBUTE VALUE

= Direct relation (Owner)

= Relational value

 

The process of setting up direct relations involves you using these 
windows: 

• Attributes – to define the attributes, and link the attributes. 

• Attribute values – to define values for each of the attributes and 
link the related attribute values. 
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1.  Display the Attributes window for A3 ABW Training Client: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Attributes and relations | Attributes. 

2.  Locate and display the COSTC attribute: 

 

The Owner field allows you to link the attribute to another attribute, 
in this example, the AREAS attribute. 

 

3.  Close the window. 

4.  Display the Attribute values window, and display the values for the 
AREAS attribute: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Attributes and relations | Attribute  
values. 

 Type AREAS for the Attribute field, then press Tab. 

 Press F7 to display details of the values for the AREAS attribute: 

 

NOTE: You can add a new attribute value using the Edit | Insert Row, 
and then completing the attribute value details. 

Note: ► 
Both these 
attributes must be 
posting attributes. 
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5.  Display the Attribute values for the COSTC attribute: 

 Type COSTC for the Attribute field, then press Tab. 

 Press F7 to display details of the values for the attribute. 

 

NOTE: The additional Areas column which allows you to link the 
attribute values. 

6.  Close the window. 

 

Setting up indirect relations 

The following illustrates indirect relations between the BUSUNIT reporting 
attributes and the COSTC posting attribute: 

 

 

Agresso Training 
Client

Business Unit

Architecture Bridges

CBAR CBBR CBBS CBGM CBHI CBWM CTBR CTHI ZCCBS

Cost Centre

= Posting ATTRIBUTE

= ATTRIBUTE VALUE

= Indirect relation

= Attribute per relation

= Reporting ATTRIBUTE

Building 
services Geology Highways Waste 

Management

 

The process of setting up indirect relations involves you using these 
windows: 
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• Attributes – to define the attributes, and link the attributes. 

• Attribute values – to define values for each of the attributes. 

• Relations – to define links between the attributes. 

• Attributes per relation – to define links between the attribute 
values for a bottom heavy hierarchy, or: 

• Relations per attribute – to define links between the attribute 
values for a top heavy hierarchy. 

1.  Display the Attributes window, for A3 ABW Training Client. Locate 
and display details of the BUSUNIT attribute: 

 

NOTE: Field is defined as Free (a reporting type attribute). 

2.  Display the Attribute values window, and locate and display details of 
the values for the BUSUNIT attribute: 

 

3.  Display the Relations window, and display details of the lower level 
attribute COSTC: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Attributes & relations | Relations |  
Relations. 

 Type COSTC for the Attribute field, then press Tab. 

Press F7 to display details of the relations for the COSTC  
attribute: 
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NOTE: 

• To define a relation you enter the lower level attribute (in this 
example COSTC) as the Attribute, and the higher level attribute 
(in this example BUSUNIT) as the relation. 

• To define a new relation you select Edit | Insert row. 

• The Flag field can contain a value of W (wildcard) to link a range 
of values in the Attributes per relation window, or a value of A to 
indicate that attributes must be linked individually. 

• The % field can be selected to split values between several 
relations. 

4.  Display the Attributes per relation window to display the links 
between the attribute values (for a top heavy hierarchy): 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Attributes & relations | Relations |  
Attributes per relations: 

 

 Type BUSUNIT for the Relation field, then press Tab. 

 Type an attribute value, for example AR, then press Tab. 

 Select COSTC for the Attribute, then press Tab. 
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 Press F7 to find and display related attributes: 

 

NOTE: 

• To define a new link you select Edit | Insert row. 

• Usage of the Value from, value to and Percent fields depends on 
how the relation has been defined in the Relations window. 

5.  Display the Relations per attribute window to display the alternative 
method for defining links between the attribute values (for a bottom 
heavy hierarchy): 

 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Attributes & relations | Relations |  
Relations per attribute. 

 Type COSTC for the Attribute field, then press Tab. 

 Type an attribute value, for example CBAR, then press Tab. 

 Press F7 to find and display related attributes: 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.3: Setting up attribute values and relations 

 

Setting up a transaction plan 

A transaction plan is a tool you can use in ABW to identify the posting 
attributes, accounts, and the rules which control and validate all data 
values which are posted to an account. A typical example of a transaction 
plan is: 

 

The plan includes these details: 

• Different account types on the left. 

• Posting attributes across the top, and category position details. 

• a column for controls (validation / code completion / rate 
calculation). 

• a column for account rules (completed after you complete the 
rest of the plan). 

The process by which you complete the transaction plan is: 

• Complete the grid using these for user input and default values: 

• M – Mandatory. 

• N - No check. 

 Note:  
Reporting attributes 
are not included in 
a transaction plan. 

 

Example 
Only 
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• O - Optional. 

• Identify the rules that are required (one for each unique 
combination). 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.4: Completing a transaction plan 

 

Setting up account rules 

Account rules are rules which ABW applies for controlling the way in which 
accounts are treated, and the information that needs to be entered when 
you post transactions to an account. Account rules control: 

• Information that must be entered when transactions are posted 
to an account. 

• Information that can be entered when transactions are posted.  

• Information that cannot can be entered when transactions are 
posted. 

Each account in ABW is connected to an account rule that specifies whether 
tax should be calculated, and what additional information (e.g. project and 
cost centre) must be included when posting to the account.  

The rule may specify fixed values, for example a fixed cost centre, that 
cannot be overridden, or suggest default values that you can overwrite. 
Any information entered in a transaction is checked against the account 
rule. 

In addition to validating user entry, account rules can also: 

• Reduce the amount of information that needs to be entered by 
inferring values based on those already present. 

• Control user access to accounts. 
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The following are the main components of account rules which you can set 
up in ABW: 

• User input control level – to determine user input. 

• Code completion and default values – simplifies transaction entry 
by automatically suggesting an attribute value in the account 
string based on the value of another attribute that is entered, 
and the relation between the two (for example to automatically 
enter a PROJECT value when a COSTC value is entered). 

• Validation – validates legal combinations of attribute values, for 
example an account rule using validation will allow, or deny, 
tying (posting) a given COSTC to a certain PROJECT. 

• Value matrix – another form of code completion that allows you 
to reduce data entry using an attribute value that can be derived 
from one or more (up to 4) other attribute values. 

• User group control – restrict access to post transactions using 
certain attributes. 

• Currency type – using Amount and Amount3 to specify the 
exchange rate table (currency type) which is used to convert the 
transaction currency into these amount types. 

• Statistical values – values (real numbers) and number (integers). 

• Rate calculation – to make ABW calculate an amount to be 
posted based on the number of units entered and a predefined 
rate, for example to calculate a mileage allowance (amount) 
based on the entry of number of miles. 

• Debit/credit control – which allow you to suggest via the account 
rule what sign the transaction should have (plus or minus).  

 

 Note: 
You can only use 
one currency type 
for the Amount4 
amount type. 
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You set up account rules in ABW using the Account rules window: 

1.  Display the Account rules window for A3 ABW Training Client: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Accounting structure | Account rules: 

 

 

 

2.  Select the following account rule: 

 Type Costc Areas in the Rule field. 

 Select the Status Active. 

Select an attribute for each item in the Field column as  
appropriate (a user posting a transaction will need to enter values 
for the attribute that you specify) – as a minimum you MUST 
select attributes for Account, Currency, Tax code and Tax system. 

You can set up user input control for account rules. These can 
be: 

• Mandatory – the user must enter a valid value in the field. 

• Optional – the user can choose whether to enter a value. If a 
value is entered it is validated by the system. 

• No check – the user can enter any value. No validation is 
performed and the field is essentially free text. 

• Fixed – the value is fixed on the account rule and cannot be 
overridden by the user. 

 Cat1 - COSTC – Mandatory. 

These fields are displayed on the transaction entry line in the 
VP10 Posting window in the General Ledger, listed in the 
order that they are displayed in VP10. 
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 Cat4 - AREAS – Mandatory. 

The Control check box is used if ABW is to check the value  
entered when posting a transaction is permitted by the 
user’s group. 

        Define the components below the table as needed: 

• Amount – the value of the transaction in the home currency. 

• Amount3 – the alternative conversion amount. 

• Value – a statistical value. 

• Debit/Credit – the amount type on registration. 

• Number – the statistical field for integers. 

• Template – to retrieve data from another ABW module. 

 Leave these as default. 

 Text – to allow users to enter text when posting transactions. 

 Check the Text Box and change the Currency & Tax Code to  
 Mandatory. 

3.  Save the details. 
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Account rules – Setting up code completion and default values 

1.  There is a direct relation between COSTC and AREAS – as each Cost 
Centre belongs to a Geographical Area, we can derive the AREA code 
from the COSTC entered. 

 

2.  For the account rule, view Category 1 from the dropdown list in the 
value matrix field against Category 4 - AREAS.  This will cause the 
system to automatically populate the AREAS field based on the 
COSTC code. 

 

3.  Save and close the window. 

NOTE: Default values can be entered in the Default field on the account 
rule, for example GBP for currency. 

4.  Demonstrate adding a new account and linking it to this rule: 

Account 3040 Cost of Sales-Promotions Group EXP 

 

5.  Demonstrate a GL entry to show code completion: 

 e.g.  Use Account 3040 Costc CBBR   Areas B  

  Use Account 3040 Costc CGRA   Areas G 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.5: Account rules – Setting up code completion and default 
values 

 

Defining account rules – Setting up validation 

Indirect relations can be used to validate combinations of attribute values. 
In the example here, Cost Centre CBBR has a relation to several Projects. 

1.  Add Relation: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Attributes & relations | Relations |  
Relations. 

 Select Attribute PROJECT. 

 Check the relation COSTC and Save the details: 

 

2. Check Relation values in the Project master file: 

 Select AGRESSO Project | Project Costing and Billing | Projects |  
Project master file.  

For project CBHI01 check relationship values to Costc CBHI on the  
Relations tab. 
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By setting the relation of COSTC on Project in the account rule, 
only the project value above will be allowed in the Project field 
when posting to Cost Centre CBHI. 

3.  Select Account Rule Costc (F) Project: 

 Amend the account to match the screenshot: 

 

4.  Demonstrate GL entry using Account 1000, Costc CBHI, Project 
CBHI01. 
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5.  Change Costc to CBAR to display the validation message: 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.6: Account rules – Setting up validation 

 

Defining account rules – Setting up a value matrix 

You can set up a value matrix so that the value for cost centre (COSTC) is 
completed from a valid combination of Fleet Number (FLEETNO) and 
Vehicle Registration (VEHREG). 

1.  For Client A1, open Value matrix. 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Accounting Structure | Value matrix:  

 

2.  Choose the Fleet analysis example from the dropdown. 

3.  Displayed is a matrix linking Attribute 1 as FLEETNO, Attribute 2 as 
VEHREG and Attribute as COSTC. 
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4.  The table below summarises how each attribute value relates to the 
next: 

FleetNo VehReg Cost Centre 

100 X43 PUD CBBR 

110 L52 REY CBAR 

120 N209 4TH CBBS 

5.  Display the Account rules window and select rule ‘Costc FleetNo 
VehReg(O)’ and note/check that Fleet Analysis is displayed in the 
Value matrix column in the row containing COSTC. 

 

6.  Use Account 6020 to demonstrate code completion using Value 
Matrix.  Remember to tab over the COSTC field to see the code 
completion working. 
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Value Matrix in Self Service 

The Value matrix window is also available in Self Service.  

1. Display the Value matrix window for A3 ABW Training Client: 

 Select Common | Accounting structure | Value matrix. 

 Display the Fleet Analysis value matrix: 

 

2.  Display the Value matrix zoom window: 

 Select Zoom ( ) on one of the Matrix rows: 

 

This window is used to register a range of values for a source attribute and 
define a valid period range for a row in the value matrix. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.7: Account rules – Setting up a value matrix 
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Defining account rules – Setting up statistical values 

Account rules can be used to calculate prices from statistical values and 
price information. 

For example, if you want to enter the number of soft drinks, using 
statistical field and the price category, the system can calculate a price. 

1.  Within A3 ABW Training Client, open Attributes and display U2 PCAT 
Price Category, with Descr as PRICE, and Field as Cat6: 

 

2.  Open Attribute values and display details: 

 

3.  Display Account rule Costc Pcat. 

NOTE:  

• Amount is Cat 6 - this instructs the system to look at the value 
entered against this attribute for the rate to use. 

• Value has a description of CAN so that the number of soft drinks 
can be entered in the posting window. 

 

4.  Close and demonstrate this: Account 6012 - Costc CBBR - PCAT L 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.8: Account rules – Setting up Number of Hours 

 

Account Rules in Self Service 

The Account rules window is also available in Self Service.  

1.  Display the Account rules window for A3 ABW Training Client: 

 Select Common | Accounting structure | Account rules: 

 

The use of this window is very similar to the one in Smart Client but 
there a number of slight differences: 

• Auto-completion (Value Matrix in Smart Client) - Allows the value 
of the attribute to be derived or calculated from a related 
attribute already specified in the account rule.  The two options 
are: 

• Direct relation to another attribute, or 

• Value matrix. 

• Validation relation (Relation in Smart Client) - An indirect relation 
already specified higher up in the account rule, against which you 
want to validate the value of this attribute during transaction 
entry. 

• Value text (Value in Smart Client) - A label for an additional 
statistical field that you wish to include in transaction entry. 
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• Show on invoice - Specifies whether the Value text field will be 
visible in the posting window. 

• Number text (number in Smart Client) - A label for an additional 
numeric field that you wish to include in transaction entry. This 
field is not used to calculate the amount. 

• Show on invoice - Specifies whether the Value text field will be 
visible in the posting window. 

• Text on invoice (Text check box in Smart Client) - Specifies 
whether a text field will be available in the posting window for 
users to enter comments during transaction entry. 

 

Setting up account groups 

An account group in ABW is a grouping of similar accounts. All accounts in 
ABW must be assigned to a group. 

The purpose of an account group is: 

• To provide flexible reporting facilities (ABW organises similar 
accounts into account groups, which are accumulated on several 
levels). 

• To provide a reporting hierarchy for the GL03 Operating report by 
relation process, and also for the GL08 Annual statement by 
relation report process. 

Also note the following regarding account groups: 

• To make on-line enquiries based on the same structure as the 
account group hierarchy you must define these indirect relations. 

• Balance or Profit/Loss accounts are linked to separate groups. 

The following illustrates an account group structure: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Levels:

G:

E:

D:

C:

A:

B:

1014 School
Bank

Cash
101

Cash
10A

1214 AR
Students

Accts.Receiv.
121

Accts.Receiv.
12A

Curr.Assets
1A

ASSETS
1

2014 AP
School Supplies

Accts.Payable
200

DEBT AND EQUITY
2

BALANCE
B

3014 School
Revenue

Sales Revenue
300

OPER.REVENUE
3

4014 School
Supplies

Materials/Goods
400

OPER.COSTS
4

6214 School
Rent

Premises
620

OTHER OPER.COSTS
6

PROFIT/LOSS
P

eCarus
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The group is structured as follows: 

• Level G is the highest level, i.e. Profit and Loss and Balance 
Sheet. 

• Level A is the posting attribute Account. 

 

NOTE: 

• You can use any of the levels between A and G. 

• An account group must be linked to another account group on 
the next level above. 

You define account groups in ABW using the Account groups window: 

Display the Account groups window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Accounting structure | Account  
groups. 

 Press F7 to populate the window: 

 

The following fields are available for account group definition: 

• Group – an eight character code for the group name. 

• Description – a description of the grouping level. 

• Level – the hierarchy level for the group, valid entries are B, C, 
D, and E. A is reserved for the account, and F is reserved for the 
highest levels, profit and loss, and balance sheet. 

• Class – the group in the next higher level in the hierarchy to 
which the current group points, level G groups are connected to 
themselves. 

◄ Note:  
These are 
added from the 
highest level 
first. Each level 
must be saved 
in turn.  
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• Type – either R for Profit and Loss, or B for Balance Sheet. 

• Multi – enables values physically held in accounts to be reported 
(but not via on-line enquiries) with the opposite sign (e.g. sales 
stored as a negative value would be shown on reports as a 
positive value if this field is –1. 

 

Setting up a chart of accounts 

All accounts in ABW must be defined in the Chart of accounts with the 
information that is required by the system for handling the account 
transactions.  

The Chart of accounts is the location in ABW where you define the attribute 
values for attribute ACCOUNT. This is also level A of the account group 
structure. 

You define the Chart of accounts in ABW using the Chart of accounts 
window: 

• Display the Chart of accounts window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Accounting structure | Chart of  
accounts. 

 Press F7 to populate the window: 

 

You use the following fields for Chart of account definition: 

• Account – an eight character code that identifies the account. 

• Description – a description of the account, e.g. Petty Cash. 

• Rule – an account rule (which you set up using the Account rules 
window). 

• Group - a higher level grouping used in the GL03 and GL08 
reports. 

• Per from – a date from which the account is valid. 
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• Per to – a date to which the account is valid (this field in 
combination with the Per from field is useful when account rules 
change to maintain an audit trail). 

• Type – an account type, one of GL, AR, or AP. 

• S – the account status (N = Open or C = Closed). 

 

Chart of accounts in Self Service 

The Chart of accounts window is also available in Self Service.  

1.  Display the Chart of accounts window: 

 Select Common | Accounting structure | Chart of accounts: 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.9: Setting up account groups and chart of accounts 
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Session 6 
Working with Preposting Routines 
 

This session introduces you to the set up activities which are needed prior 
to posting any transactions in the Transaction entry window (VP10) in ABW 
Office, and which meet the standard needs of an accounting department 
for transaction numbering and periods. 

This session is divided into this overview and demonstrations: 

• What are preposting routines? 

• Maintaining periods. 

• Maintaining transaction series. 

• Maintaining transaction types. 

• Maintaining posting cycles. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 
accounting items that you need to set up before posting transactions in 
ABW. 

Key learning points: 

Understanding preposting routines. 

Understanding what preposting routines need to be set up to meet 
the accounting needs for transaction numbering and periods. 

Understanding how to set up and maintain periods. 

Understanding how to set up and maintain transaction series. 

Understanding how to set up and maintain transaction types. 

Understanding how to set up and maintain posting cycles. 
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Preposting routines in ABW 

Preposting routines are ABW items that you need to set up before you can 
post a transaction. There are four preposting routines: 

• Periods – an accounting period (these are mandatory and must 
be defined in order to post transactions), and to set up payroll 
periods for the Payroll system (Payroll module) and Time periods 
for registration of hours in the Project module. 

• Transaction series – a transaction number range (series) from 
which ABW allocates transaction numbers during posting. You 
can set up transaction numbers series to reflect the general type 
of transaction. 

• Transaction types – a transaction type associated with a 
transaction series, i.e. to identify the different kinds of 
transaction. 

• Posting cycles – an interval of the applicable transaction series 
for posting (you open a posting cycle after transaction numbers 
and transaction types are set up, ABW then allows you to register 
transactions using the registration window). 

You maintain all preposting routines in ABW using various Main Menu items 
in the AGRESSO Common | Fixed Registers branch:  

  

Items for maintaining preposting routines 
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Maintaining periods 

You use the Period maintenance window to set up: 

• Accounting periods - mandatory accounting periods which must 
be defined before you can post transactions. 

• Non-accounting periods – such as payroll periods for the Payroll 
system (Payroll module), and Time periods for registration of 
hours in the Project module. 

1.  Display the Period maintenance window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Period maintenance: 

 

The following are the key fields for period definition: 

• Type – type of accounting period. 

• Year – year. 

• Period – name of the period, a 6 digit format where the first four 
digits are the year, and the last two digits are the 00 for opening 
balance period, 01 02 03 etc. for the accounting period, or 13 for 
the closing balance period. 

• Date from and Date to - dates of accounting period. 

• S – Status of the period: 

o C = Closed off.  

o P = Password protect. 

o T – Terminate. 

• Consolidation period – for consolidation on clients using different 
fiscal years. 
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2.  Display the Period maintenance window for Accounting Period and 
Year 2011: 

 

3.  Close the window. 
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Maintaining transaction series 

You use the Transaction series window to set up a transaction number 
range (series) from which ABW allocates transaction numbers during 
posting. 

1.  Display the Transaction series window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Transaction series. 

 Press F7 to populate the window: 

 

The following are the key fields for transaction series definition: 

• TS – a 2 character alphanumeric code that identifies the 
transaction series. 

• Batch Y/N – if selected, you can only use the transaction series to 
register batches. 

• Assignm – the method by a transaction number is assigned when 
the transaction series is in use, either: 

o A (Automatic) – ABW assigns transaction numbers 
automatically. 

o M (Manual) – a user must manually enter a transaction 
number when saving a transaction. 

• Description – a description of the transaction series. 

• TransNo from and TransNo to – the range of transaction numbers 
(maximum 12 digits). 

2.  Close the window. 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 6.1: Setting up transaction series 

 

Maintaining transaction types 

You use the Transaction types window to set up transaction types 
associated with a transaction series, i.e. to identify the different kinds of 
transaction. 

You must set up a minimum of one transaction type per transaction series, 
and one per treatment code according to the ABW modules that you are 
using. 

For example, General Ledger transactions must have a transaction type 
with Treatment Code (TC) of 4. You may want to distinguish between 
different kinds of General Ledger transactions by defining several 
transaction types with a TC of 4 (e.g. bank transactions, manual 
depreciation, re-post, miscellaneous transactions, etc). 

1.  Display the Transaction types window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Transaction types. 

 Press F7 to populate the window: 

 

The following are the key fields for transaction type definition: 

• TT – a 2 character alphanumeric code that identifies the 
transaction type. 

• Description – a description of the transaction type. 
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• TC – a Treatment Code, which determines how information 
entered using this transaction is handled by ABW, these codes 
are predefined (use F1 Help for details). 

• TS – a transaction series to which the transaction type relates. 

• S – a Status:  

• N - Normal, transaction type is used in manual postings. 

• P - Parked, transaction type is used in server postings only. 

• C - Closed, transaction cannot be posted using this 
transaction type. 

2.  Close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 6.2: Setting up transaction types 
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Maintaining posting cycles 

You use the Posting cycles window to set up a posting cycle which you 
must open when you register transactions in the registration window. 

You can set up posting cycles that open the following intervals: 

• Per year – to open a posting cycle for the entire life of a system 
for transactions that are posted only a few times per year. 

• Per month (or other accounting period) – to open a posting cycle 
for a month for extra control over the posting period (this 
significantly adds to posting cycle maintenance). 

• An interval which is independent of the period / year. 

 

1. Display the Posting cycles window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Posting cycles. 

 Press F7 to populate the window: 

 

The following are the key fields for posting cycle definition: 

• TS – a transaction series you have already defined using the 
Transaction series window. 

• Postgrp – a posting group linked to a user group which allows 
you to control which users can access the posting cycle. 

• BatchID – a unique batch identifier automatically assigned to 
each number range within each company by ABW on saving. 

• Period – the current period you have already defined using the 
Period maintenance window. 
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• Year – the financial year during which the posting cycle is active. 

• TransNo from and TransNo to – the first and last transaction 
numbers in the transaction series. 

• NextTrans No – the next available transaction number in the 
series. 

• S – Status: 

• N - Normal, transactions may be posted in any period 
after the period specified. 

• P - Transaction may only be posted in the period specified 
by the Period field. 

• C - Closed, transactions cannot be posted. 

• T - Terminated, posting cycle cannot be used again. 

2.  Close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 6.3: Setting up posting cycles 
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Completing Company Setup 

We have now almost completed the steps needed to begin posting 
transactions in our new company. 

The remaining steps for T1 Blue Bull Ltd are: 

1.  Check the correct accounting period is selected in Company 
Information. 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Company  
Information – Setup tab:  

 

Assign Accounts in the Company Information Accounts Tab.  The accounts 
selected in this tab are used for various automatic postings. 

• Exch. gain trade - Account for exchange gains realised from the 
revaluation of currency balances (calculated through the server 
process Currency revaluation (GL15)).  

• Exch. loss trade - Account for exchange losses realised from 
the revaluation of currency balances. 

• Bank costs - Account for bank charges.  

• Cost capitalisation - Accruals account. 

• Inc. capitalisation - Prepayments account. 

• Difference account - The account for the automatic posting of 
allowed transaction differences. The maximum difference allowed 
is defined in the Setup tab. 

• Payment difference - The account for the automatic posting of 
payment differences where an allowed difference exists between 
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an invoiced and a paid amount. The maximum difference allowed 
is defined in the Setup tab. 

• Rev. payment - The account used for account sales if a payment 
is reversed, e.g. if a payment is matched with the wrong invoice. 

• Un-declared VAT - Only relevant if Cash Accounting is used. 

The fields completed in this window should reflect the processes that your 
organisation will use, for example if you do not revalue currencies the 
Exchange Gain and Loss fields do not need to be completed. 

Use the dropdown fields (or F9/F7) to select the accounts needed 

 

2.  When the tax codes were created we were unable to enter the VAT 
account codes as the Chart of Accounts had not been setup: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed registers | Tax Codes. 

 Use F9/F7 to find the tax codes and select PS. 

 Place the cursor in the Account field and use F9/F7 to select the  
VAT input account. Use F12 to save. 

 Enter SS in the Tax code field and press tab. 

Place the cursor in the Account field and use F9/F7 to select the  
VAT output account. Save and close the window. 
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3.  Also review Attribute per Relation for Validation of account 1030:  
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Session 7 
Managing General Ledger 
Transactions 
 

This session of the training describes how you enter and manage 
transactions in the General Ledger. 

This session is divided into six demonstrations: 

• Entering transactions in Smart Client and Self Service. 

• Using commands from the Tools menu. 

• Using commands from the Advanced Tools menu. 

• Correcting errors in Smart Client and Self Service. 

• Performing General Ledger enquiries and reports. 

By the end of this session you will be able to enter and post a transaction 
in to the General Ledger, post corrections and then enquire on 
transactions. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding what system information needs to exist before 
General Ledger transactions can be posted. 

Understanding the General Ledger transaction posting process in 
Smart Client and Self Service. 

Understanding the options available within ABW to assist in the 
transaction posting process. 

Understanding how a transaction can be corrected in Smart Client 
and Self Service. 

Understanding how GL journals can be registered before posting in 
Smart Client and Self Service. 

Understanding the options available within ABW to view the status 
of transactions via enquiries and reports. 
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Entering General Ledger transactions 

This section describes how you can enter transactions into the General 
Ledger, and covers: 

• Setting up the General Ledger for transaction entry. 

• Posting a transaction. 

• Using transaction entry view options. 

In general terms, transaction entry involves three basic steps: 

• Completing the data fields in the transaction window (VP10). 

• Moving data to the transaction table. 

• Saving the completed transaction. 

Some transactions are quite simple, containing few data items, while 
others can be complex and require completion of several fields. 

Transactions are updated in the General Ledger the next time AGRTPS 
(ABW Transaction Processing Server) runs.  Since AGRTPS runs at set 
intervals (usually every 5 minutes), you may not be able to enquire on the 
transaction right away. 

 

Setting up the General Ledger for transaction entry 

Before you can enter General Ledger transactions you need to ensure that 
the ABW system is correctly set up. 

NOTE: 

• You must have set up a company, client, or users. 

• You must have main reporting currencies with exchange rate 
tables. 

• You must have created a posting attribute of COSTC as an 
attribute value (Attributes values window). 

• You should check that the correct account rules are selected 
(Account rules window). 

• You should have set up a transaction series for the transactions 
with a minimum of one transaction series (TS) defined and one 
per treatment code (TC) (Transaction series window). 

• The posting cycle for the transaction series must be open. 
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Posting a transaction 

Transactions on the General Ledger are entered using the Posting window 
(VP10): 

1. Display the Posting window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Transaction Entry |  
Postings 

 

 

 

 

2. Confirm the period and transaction details using the fields at the top 
of the window. You can ignore the supplier and customer 
identification fields: 

 Type 5010 Rent in the Account field. 

 Press Tab. 

The account rules determine the fields that are now displayed in the 
window. 

3. Enter the details on the transaction entry line in the GL Analysis 
section of the window. 

 For each field press F9 followed by F7 to display and select values  
or type the codes directly into the field. 

 Type 250 for the Curr. Amount. 

The Value and Number fields are only activated when you use an 
account that requires these. 

Fields for General Ledger analysis 
for the transaction 

Fields for details of the selected 
transaction 

Rows for list of transaction 
lines 

Fields for Accounting period 
and customer selection 
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4.  Transfer the transaction line to the table field: 

 Press F11 (Keep icon). 

You can open the transaction line again to amend it if required by 
pressing Shift+F11 (Change row), amend it and then use F11 (Keep) 
again to transfer it back to the table field. 

5.  Complete the other side of the entry: 

 Select 9300 Bank for the account. 

 Complete the fields as determined by the account rule. 

 Transfer the transaction to the table field: 

 

6.  Save the details. A generated transaction number is displayed, for 
example: 

 

Once AGRTPS has completed, you can view the transaction in the General 
Ledger as an enquiry. 

NOTE: It is possible to make the text box mandatory on all GL transaction 
posting windows (Smart Client and Self Service) by enabling the system 
parameter VP10_MAND_DESCR. 
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Using transaction entry view options 

The View options available from the Posting window (VP10) enable you to 
modify the options available on the window: 

1.  Display the Posting window and leave the cursor in the top half of the 
window. 

2.  Display the View options window: 

 Select File | View options: 

 

 

Note the following details in the window: 

• GL Analysis section – the checkboxes specify what fields the 
cursor should tab through. You can access the fields that have 
been de-selected by clicking on them. 

• Analysis proposal section: 

• Account rule – suggests GL analysis entered on the 
transaction line of the last transaction using the same 
account rule, includes any changes to the default values. 

• Previous analysis – suggests the attribute values last used 
in the transaction line. 

• No default values – no suggested values. 

Options for field display when 
entering General Ledger 
transactions 
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• Clear memory – works the same way as Account rule. 
Once you click on Save, it clears the memory and only 
suggests defaults from the account rule. 

• Startfield section – specifies where the cursor should appear after 
a transaction has been saved. 

• Keep option– automatically transfers an entry to the table field 
without clicking Keep. 

3.  Select Keep option (Auto keep) and Clear Memory in Analysis 
Proposal. 

4.  Click OK to close the window and return to the Posting window 

5.  Click in the table field area of the window. 

6.  Display the View options window for the table field area: 

 Select File | View options: 

 

 

The options in the window allow you to select which fields are 
displayed in the table field area on the Posting window. Your 
selections can be saved as a template for future use. 

Note: You do the following in the window: 

• Set the display options using the fields. 

• Click Save to save a template. 

• Click OK to retain the settings until you close VP10. 

• Click Delete to delete a template. 

• Apply the settings in the Posting window if you select the Use as 
default check box when you save a template. 

7.  Close the windows. 

Options for field display when 
entering General Ledger 
transactions 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 7.1: Posting a transaction 

 

 

Using commands from the Tools menu 

The Tools menu contains many additional commands that help you during 
transaction posting. 

Before exploring the Tools menu commands, note the following: 

• The functions can also be activated by Shift + Function key 
corresponding to the line number of the command (e.g. Shift + 
F8 for 100%). 

• In line with standard windows functionality, only those 
appropriate to the context of the posting screen are available for 
selection. 

• Some commands are relevant in a context other than GL posting, 
for example Payment, which is used for manual matching of 
payments/credit notes with an invoice in Accounts Receivable 
and Accounts Payable. 

1. Display the Posting window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Transaction Entry | 
Posting. 

2. Select a posting cycle (if you have more than one TT with treatment 
code equal to 4) using the Change posting cycle window. 
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3. Display the Tools menu from the dropdown box: 

 

 Select Tools. 

These are also displayed across the top of the VP10 window. 

NOTE: Most tools will be discussed as part of this course but some will be 
covered in later courses. 

 

 

Using the Park menu option 

1. Enter one transaction line and transfer it to the table field using 
Keep. 

2. Select Tools | Parking | Park. A window is displayed: 

 

3. Type a description of the parked transaction. 

4. Click OK. A temporary parking number is allocated: 
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Using the Get Parked menu option 

1. Select Tools | Parking | Get Parked. The Get parked window is 
displayed: 

 

2. Retrieve the parked transaction: 

 Press F7 (Find). 

 Highlight the parked transaction. 

 Press F6 (Retrieve). 

The transaction is displayed in VP10 and can be completed and 
saved in the normal way. 

3. Park another transaction. 

4. Display the transaction in the Get parked window. 

 To delete a parked transaction: 

 Highlight the parked transaction. 

 Select Edit | Delete Row. 

 Press F12 (Save). 

The parked transaction is removed from the list. 
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Using the Template menu option 

1. Enter one transaction line including an amount (you can amend the 
amount when posting it) and transfer it to the table field using Keep. 

2. Select Tools | Template | Save Template. A window is displayed: 

 

3. Type a description of the template. 

4. Click OK. A template number is allocated: 

 

 

To use a saved template 

1. Select Tools | Template | Get Template. The Get template window is 
displayed: 

 

2. Select the template: 

 Press F7 (Find). 

 Highlight the template to use in the list. 

 Press F6 (Retrieve). 
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If the template numbers seem to be missing, it means either that 
previous templates have been deleted or that the Parking function is 
also in use (ABW shares the numbering sequence between these two 
functions). 

The contents of the template are displayed in VP10. 

3. Amend the transaction if necessary, before you save it. You can 
make amendments Change row (Shift + F11) to move the relevant 
row from the table to the registration line. 

4. Click Save (F12) to post the transaction. The transaction is assigned 
a number and the general ledger is updated the next time the 
AGRTPS runs. The template remains accessible and can be retrieved 
for posting when required. 

 

To delete a template 

1. Select Tools | Template | Get Template. 

2. Select the template: 

 Press F7 (Find). 

 Highlight the template to use in the list. 

 Select Edit | Delete Row. 

 Press F12 (Save). 

The template is removed from the list. 
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Using the Text menu option 

1.  Enter a balanced transaction with no text and DO NOT save. 

2.  Select Tools | Text. A window is displayed: 

 

3.  Type a description in the Text field and click OK. 

4.  Review the transaction lines in the table and note the text in the 
Description column. 

5.  Save (F12). 

 

Using the 100% menu option 

Usually ABW will propose the balancing amount for you. In some cases this 
does not happen, such as when matching payments. Also, certain options 
selected in Analysis Proposal may also cause an incorrect balancing entry 
to be proposed. You can force ABW to propose the balancing amount using 
100%. 

1.  Amend Analysis Proposal to Previous Analysis in File | View Options. 

2.  Enter a transaction line to account 5010 with TC = PS. 

3.  Enter a second transaction line to account 9300 with TC = 0 (Note 
the amount calculated for Curr Amount). 

4.  Select Tools | 100%. The Amount field is completed by ABW with the 
balancing amount. 

5.  Press F11 (Keep). 

6.  Click Save (F12). 
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Using the Amend tax menu option 

The Amend tax menu option allows the calculated tax amount to be 
amended (if the option has been selected in the tax code set up). 

1.  Enter a transaction line to Account 9300 (Bank) with TC=0 for 
£120.00 and then press F11 (Keep). 

2.  Enter a second transaction line to Account 7010 (Printing & 
Stationery) with TC=PS and then press Tab to Curr.amount. 

3.  Select Tools | 100%. 

4.  Select Tools | Amend tax. The Amend tax window is displayed: 

 

The window displays all calculated tax transactions for the relevant 
transaction’s row. You can change both the Base amount and VAT. 

5.  Amend the VAT amount by 1p. 

6.  Click Save (F12). 

 

7.  Click OK to return to VP10. 

8.  Press F11 (Keep). 

9.  Review VAT column in the table to show the new amount. 
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10. Save (F12). 

 

Using the New exchange rate menu option 

You can change the exchange rate used on a particular transaction without 
changing the exchange rate used elsewhere in the system. 

1. Enter two transaction lines and transfer it to the table field using 
Keep. 

2. Position the cursor on one of the rows. 

3. Select Tools | New exchange rate. The New exchange rate window is 
displayed: 

 

You can use this window to amend the exchange rate or amount for 
all the amount types in use. 

4. Amend the details in either the ExchRate field, Effective rate field, or 
Amounts field. When the amendment is greater than 10% of the 
original value, you see a warning message and you need to click OK 
at the prompt to confirm. 
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5. Click OK to validate the amendments. A global exchange rate 
message is displayed. 

  

 If you want the rate to apply to all items within the current 
transaction for a give currency click ‘Yes’. If ‘No’, the rate applies 
only to current transaction line. 

6. Complete the transaction and Save. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 7.2: Using Tools Options 

 

 

Advanced commands menu 

The Tools menu also contains some advanced features that are useful for 
experienced users during transaction posting. These features are recurring 
journals and accruals. 

 

Using the Recurring journals menu option 

For recurring journals you need to ensure that you: 

• Confirm that a transaction type RJ with treatment code RJ has 
been defined (Transaction types window) with a status of N. 

• Confirm that accounts have been selected for Cost capitalisation 
(9420 - Accruals) and Inc. capitalisation (9210 – Prepayments) 
(Company Information window, Accounts tab). 

• Confirm that an accruals key has been set up.  

 Select Financials | General Ledger | Recurring Journal | Accruals  
key. 
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 Select a key that has been defined using Field help and 
Tab: 

 

Select a line and tab off key: 

 

Choose the Same amount each period checkbox to divide 
the  
amount by the number of periods to ensure even 
distribution of amounts across all periods if required. 

NOTE:  

• Period stands for relative period, (starting period is specified at 
time of use) and that under Distrib(ution) you specify the % of 
the original amount to be redistributed per period.  

• Confirm Periods / Posting cycles to which you want to distribute 
cost/income (Status = N) for the transaction series (TS) to which 
you have connected the RJ transaction type (in our case GL) are 
open. 

An example recurring journal is an expense is posted in July, but is to be 
split up in equal portions between July, August, and September: 

 

 
Bank Cap. Exp.Exp

Orig. trans.

RJ trans.

RJ trans.

RJ trans.

30,000

20,00020,000

10,000 10,000

10,00010,000

30,000
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1. Enter a cost/income transaction on the transaction line for account 
5010 – Rent for £30,000, but DO NOT press F11 (Keep) or tab 
further than Text. 

2. Select Tools | Recurring journal. A window is displayed: 

 

3. Select the journal details: 

 Select the accruals key from the Distribution drop-down list (3  
month spread). 

 Select a period from the Corr. start period (e.g. current period)    
Click OK. 

 

4. Complete the transaction, then click Save. 

A transaction number is displayed and ABW automatically generates 
new transactions (and numbers) with transaction type RJ when it 
distributes the cost/income to the other periods. 

5. Review the recurring journal transactions using the General Ledger 
transactions enquiry (with TT=RJ and/or transaction number) or in 
Recurring journals enquiry: 

 

NOTE: The system parameter RJ_SPREAD_ROUNDING is used to 
control the rounding difference spread. 
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Using the Accruals menu options 

Accruals are used, for example, for expenses that you know you have 
incurred, but for which you have not yet received an invoice, (or for 
revenue incurred that has not been invoiced). 

1.  Enter a debit account transaction using 7010 for the account, 10.00 
for the amount and GBP for the currency and transfer it to the table 
field using F11 (Keep). 

2.  Enter a balancing transaction using account 9420 Accruals and 
transfer it to the table field using F11 (Keep). 

3.  Select Tools | Accruals. A window is displayed: 

 

4.  Enter the reversing period and then click OK.  

  NOTE: The future period must be open for posting. 

5.  Click Save (F12) to confirm the reversal. 

 

Select Yes. 

Two transaction numbers are displayed, one for the transaction you 
have just posted, and one for the cancelling transaction that is 
posted in the stated future period. 
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5.  Review the transaction using the General Ledger transactions 
enquiry. 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 7.3: Using Advanced Tools Options 
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Transaction Documents 

You may wish to retrieve and attach a document when posting 
transactions. That is, you may choose to attach a document directly to a 
transaction. 

The only prerequisite for this operation is a relevant document type. You 
may define a document type locally as needed, or types be defined and 
made available by the system administrator. 

The simplest way to define a document type is locally in the VP10, via 
Document on the Data menu. 

1.  In General Ledger Posting, open Document from the Data menu: 

 Select Document from the Data dropdown menu (or click the  
Document icon): 
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2.  Create a new document type, by right clicking the document key 
General Ledger (NEW) and select New document type: 

 

3.  Define a document for petty cash purchases with the following 
information/qualities: 

 

Note:  
ABW detects the 
context in which 
Document archive 
is opened; the 
General ledger 
document key is the 
initial and sole 
available document 
key. 
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4.  Save the document type. It now becomes visible in Document 
archive: 

 

You can now retrieve and attach the scanned receipt. 

• Post the petty cash purchase, but do not save. Use accounts 
9310 and 7010 for petty cash and Printing & Stationery. 

• Chose Document on the Data menu and right click your petty 
cash document type in Document archive. Click Add existing 
document:  
 

 

• In Add existing document, select Browse to locate the image on 
file: 
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• Save Add existing document. 

• Once you have attached a document, in this case to a 
transaction, you may perform the following: 

• View/edit the document in all (transaction) enquiry 
windows. 

• Make a local copy. 

• Send the document to maintenance/re-scanning. 

• View document history. 

• Delete the document. 

 

ABW detects the context in which the Document command is used 
and makes additional document keys available accordingly. 
Document keys, as pre-defined and delivered with ABW determine 
the potential placement of documents. 

Note:  
The check indicates an 
attached document, and 
a link to the document 
itself is shown (right) in 
Document archive. 

Note:  
You may also define 
document types as 
common task under 
Common | Document 
archive | Fixed registers | 
Document type 
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Entering transactions is Self Service 

Posting GL transaction may also be performed within Self Service.  

1. Log in to ABW Self Service. 

2. Select the Posting GL transactions window: 

 Select Accounting l General Ledger l Posting GL transactions: 

 

The interaction with this window is very similar to the Posting window in 
Smart Client.  The main difference is in the entering of the transactions 
which is done by adding new rows into one large grid. 

A summary of the tools available in this window are: 

• Attaching documents. 

• Documents for registration. 

• Workflow transactions. 

• Reposts. 

• Park transactions. 

• Template transactions. 

• Window settings. 

• Exchange rate changes. 

• Recurring journals. 
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3. Enter a new transaction in the Posting GL transactions window: 

 Enter the following transaction as per the screenshot: 

 

 Save. 
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Correcting errors 

If you incorrectly post a transaction, ABW enables you to correct this using 
a variety of methods. You can: 

• Leave the original transaction and post a correcting transaction in 
the normal way. 

• Reverse an individual transaction line (not AP/AR lines) and 
repost it. 

• Reverse original transaction and then post the correct transaction 
if appropriate. 

 

Correcting an error using repost 

You can correct errors using repost. In this way you leave the original 
transaction and post a correcting transaction in the normal way. 

You use the Posting (VP10) window and the Re-post menu option to correct 
an error in this way. 

1. Display the Posting window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Transaction Entry |  
Posting. 

2. Select Tools | Repost. A window is displayed. 

3. Enter the repost details: 

 Type the original transaction number in the TransNo field. 

 Type in the transaction and sequence number. 

 

 Click OK. 
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4. The original transaction line is brought onto the VP10 datafield 
window with the original sign reversed. Enter a new transaction with 
the correct details (in this case the original entry contained an 
incorrect cost centre value) and post it. ABW will automatically post a 
reversal of the original transaction line. 

 

5. Click Save (F12). A new transaction number is allocated, and the 
General Ledger is updated with this transaction. 

6. Review the transactions in General Ledger enquiries: 
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Correcting an error using reversal 

You can correct errors using a reversal. In this way you reverse the original 
transaction and then post the correct transaction again. 

Many different types of transactions, invoices and payments can be 
reversed, including: 

• Invoices and payments: 

• Part payments. 

• Partly paid invoices. 

• Payments with payment plan. 

• One payment in a batch of payments. 

• One invoice in a batch of invoices (for example imported 
by GL07). 

• Sundry invoices – both for customer and supplier. 

• Auto-generated transactions: 

• Triggered transactions. 

• Transactions generated by recurring journals. 

• Tax transactions: 

• Where the tax per cent is zero. 

• Where the tax is manually edited. 

• Where cash principle tax is used. 

Before you can reverse a transaction you need to ensure that there is a 
transaction type with a Treatment Code (TC) of 23. 

1. View Transaction Type RV – Reversal Journal:  

TC = 23 

Transaction Series = GL 

 

Close Window. 

 Note:  
System parameter 
REVERSAL_TEXT_TY
PE  defines the Text 
Type to be used for 
reversal comments 
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2. Display the Reversal selection window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Transaction entry |  
Reversal | Reversal selection. 

Retrieve (F7) and select, by Transaction Number, the transaction you 
wish to reverse. Tick the Check Box on the left of each line to be 
reversed and save (F12) your selection.  This has to be a balanced 
entry: 

 

Once selected and saved, you may review your selection using the 
Selected items on the Tools menu: 

 

Close window. 

3. Display the Reversal proposal window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Transaction entry |  
Reversal | Reversal proposal: 

 

You may choose, amongst other things, the test/description you wish 
to include with the reversed items. 

Save (F12) to order a GL34 Reversal Proposal. 
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4. Display the Maintenance of reversal proposal window (Optional): 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Transaction entry |  
Reversal | Maintenance of reversal proposal: 

 

Retrieve your proposal in Proposal maintenance, in which you may, using 
the commands on the Tools menu: delete a transaction, change the 
reversal period, add a text description and/or balance remaining/edited 
transaction lines. Save any amendments, then close window. 

5. Option to order Rerun of updated reversal proposal process. 

6. Display the Reversal confirmation window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Transaction entry |  
Reversal | Reversal confirmation. 

 Complete details and save. 

 

Note: 
System parameters 
GL49_CHANGE_AMOUNT 
& GL49_LOCK_ANALYSIS 
determine whether amount 
columns and GL analysis 
(respectively) are open or 
locked for editing.  
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7. Display the Reversal enquiry window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Transaction Entry |  
Reversal | Reversal enquiry: 
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Reversals in Self Service 

The reversal of GL transactions also exists in Self Service.  There are a 
couple of slight differences to the processes which are discussed below: 

1. Display the Reversal selection window: 

 Select Accounting | General Ledger | | Reversal | Reversal  
selection: 

 

Retrieve a transaction to be reversed by selecting the 
Reversal type option and select Load ( ).  You may 
include additional selection criteria as required, such as 
Transaction type: 

 

Select and save those items requiring reversal. 
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You may review your selection using the Selected items window in  
the main menu. 

 

Close window. 

2. Display the Reversal proposal window: 

 Select Accounting | General Ledger | | Reversal | Reversal  
proposal: 

 

Save (F12) to order a reversal proposal. 
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3. Display the Maintenance of reversal proposal window (Optional): 

 Select Accounting | General Ledger | | Reversal | Maintenance of  
reversal proposal: 

 

Amendments can be made here or the entire reversal batch 

may be deleted by using the Delete batch tool ( ). 

4. Display the Reversal confirmation window: 

 Select Accounting | General Ledger | | Reversal | Reversal  
confirmation: 

 

 Select the necessary parameters and Save. 

The results of the reversal will be shown in the General Ledger enquiries 
either in Self Service or Smart Client. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 7.4: Correcting errors 
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Registering GL Journals - Smart Client 

GL Journals can be registered prior to posting. This allows an extra step, if 
required, for reviewing, before posting to the General Ledger. 

This section describes the registering of the journal process in Smart Client 
as an overview to help you understand what is involved. 

Before you can register journals you should create a transaction Type RG 
for Registration of GL Journals with the treatment code = 10 and link it to 
GL transaction series using the Transaction types window: 

 

The general process for registering a journal entry is as follows: 

1. Select Registration of GL Transaction either in Smart Client or Self 
Service: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Transaction Entry |  
Registration of GL transactions: 

 

A standard VP10 entry window is displayed in registration mode. 
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2. Completed and save as normal: 

 

     On saving, a transaction number is generated: 

 

3. This transaction can then be picked up in the GL Posting window 
(perhaps by a supervisor) and viewed or amended before saving and 
updating the General Ledger. 

 

NOTE: System Parameter GL_POSTARRIVE specifies if the registered 
GL transactions will retain their registered number as the final number 
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when posted. If this parameter is activated, the registered transaction 
cannot be deleted, unless overridden if GL_DELETE_ARRIVE is 
activated 

 

Registering GL Journals - Self Service 

The process of registering GL journals is also possible in Self Service. 

1. Select Registration of GL Transaction either in Smart Client or Self 
Service. 

 Select Accounting | General Ledger | Registration of GL  
transactions: 

 

Again a version of the Posting GL transactions window is 
displayed in registration mode and all similar options are 
available. 
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Performing General Ledger enquires & reports 

Enquiries/reports enable you to view the details of a General Ledger 
transaction. You can perform the following enquiries: 

• General Ledger transactions enquiry. 

• Single account details enquiry. 

• General Ledger - AP/AR Reconciliation reports. 

The enquiry function allows you to develop your own enquiries. You can 
choose which information (types and values) to include in the search, the 
sorting order of the results and whether subtotalling is used. You can also 
write alternative column titles. Each enquiry can be saved as a template 
and displayed in the menu system for later use. 

Performing a General Ledger transactions enquiry 

General Ledger transactions enquiries are performed using the General 
Ledger transactions window (GL11): 

1. Display the General Ledger transactions window (GL11): 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Enquiries | General  
Ledger transactions. 

The Enquiry Setup window is displayed: 

  

A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to search for the 
transactions that you want. 

Fields to use for an 
enquiry 

Criteria for 
each field 
to select 
data in an 
enquiry 
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The options available are: 

 Selects all checkboxes in the Show column to 
include all parameters in the enquiry. 

 Deselects all selections to exclude all 
parameters in the enquiry. 

 
Moves a select row up the list in the window. 

 
Moves a select row down the list in the window. 

General 
Ledger field 

Select the checkbox to search for General 
Ledger transactions (Registered l Posted l 
Historical). 

Aggregated 
field 

Select this checkbox to show the account 
totals rather than the individual entries for 
each account. 

2. Enter enquiry details: 

 Type 10104 in the From column for the Trans No row. 

 Click OK. 

The Enquiry Setup window closes and the transactions that match 
the enquiry criteria are displayed: 

 

3. Display the Enquiry Setup window again: 

 Press F7 (Find). 

4. Enter enquiry details: 

 Type 10114 in the From column for the Trans No row. 

 Click OK. 
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The Enquiry Setup window closes and the transactions that match 
the enquiry criteria are displayed. 

5.  Use the text to find a reversing row. Highlight the row and double 
click or Zoom: 

 

Details of the original reversed transaction number are displayed. In 
addition, a number of Tools are available. 

Screen Tools 

Reversal enquiry 

 

From here, Tools | Description is available to add description, but this is 
controlled by the system parameter REVERSAL_TEXT_TYPE and a Text type 
must also be defined to use this tool. 

Transaction text 
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This allows you to amend the Text field on a posted transaction and is 
controlled by the system parameter CHANGE_GL_TEXT 

GL transactions may also be viewed in Self Service by using the General 
Ledger transactions enquiry window (Accounting l General Ledger l General 
Ledger enquiries): 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises 

Exercise 7.5: Performing a General Ledger transactions enquiry 

 

Performing a single account details enquiry 

Single account details enquiries are performed using the Single account 
details window (GL10). 

1. Display the Single account details window (GL10): 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Enquiries | Single  
account details: 

 

2. Enter the enquiry details: 
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 Type 9300 in the Account column. 

 Press Tab. 

 Press F7 (Find). 

The transactions that match the enquiry criteria are displayed: 

 

NOTE: 

• You can use the grey search bar to enter criteria to limit the 
results. 

• You can switch to the advanced enquiry window (select Setup 
from the Tools menu). 

• You can click Find to display Enquiry setup window and use this 
enquiry in the same way as the General Ledger transactions 
enquiry (type values in the From and To columns, Show, Sort, 
Subtotal, Text, change the order of columns, save the enquiry as 
a template etc). 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 7.6: Performing a single account details enquiry 
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General Ledger AP/AR reconciliation reports 

These reports provide an audit trail to reconcile Accounts Payable/Account 
Receivable with the General Ledger.  Only transactions within AP/AR 
without a corresponding GL entry will be listed. 

1. Display either the General Ledger - AR reconciliation window (AG06) 
or General Ledger - AP reconciliation window (AG06): 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Period end routines  
| Period end validation l General ledger - AR reconciliation 
window: 

 

or 

Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Period end routines  
| Period end validation l General ledger - AP reconciliation 
window: 
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Choose the necessary parameters and Save. 

If no report is produced then all is reconciled and the following message 
will be listed in Maintenance of ordered reports: 
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Session 8 
Looking at Triggers 
 

 

This session of the training provides an overview of triggers in ABW which 
enable you to automatically post transactions based upon criteria that you 
specify. 

This session is divided into these sections: 

• An overview of triggers. 

• How you define a trigger posting rule. 

• How you define the transactions used by a trigger. 

• How a trigger is run. 

By the end of this session you should have an understanding of triggers, 
what they do, and how you can use them. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding triggers and what they do. 

Understanding the process of defining triggers. 

Understanding how triggers are run. 
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What are triggers? 

Triggers are a method of performing automatic postings based on 
previously posted transactions. 

Typical activities that are performed by triggers include: 

• Creating new transactions based on a posted transaction. 

• Apportioning overhead and income. 

• Creating inter-company transactions between different 
companies. 

• Converting data during batch input. 

• Transferring balances to Opening balance period (XXXX00). 

Triggers are not used for distribution across periods. This function is 
managed by a recurring journal. 

You create and maintain triggers using a set of options under the 
Automatic posting menu: 

 

There are several types of trigger which perform different actions and use a 
trigger system to generate these actions. 
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What are the components of the trigger system? 

There are four essential components to the trigger system. These elements 
process the data generated by a trigger and perform actions on the data. 
They are: 

• Data source - raw data is provided by existing transactions, 
forming the basis for the new transactions. These transactions 
can be taken from ABW General Ledger, Budgeting, Cash 
Accounting, directly from the transaction posting window, or from 
ABW Batch Input. 

• Rules - the transactions sent to the trigger posting will generate 
new transactions once specific information is added. This extra 
information is defined in rules within Trigger destination. 

• Filter - the filter defines which data is transferred from the data 
source to the trigger system. This definition is made in Trigger 
source. 

• Engine - The automatic posting is done by a server process or by 
AGRTPS directly. The original data (e.g. a complete period’s 
transactions in the general ledger) is filtered using Trigger 
source. The data retained after filtering is then passed to Trigger 
destination, which adds extra information in accordance with the 
relevant rule. The resulting transactions are then complete and 
are posted to the general ledger. 

What trigger types can you use? 

There are seven trigger types in ABW. Each trigger type is different based 
on: 

• The original data used. 

• The program (engine) which is used to carry out the trigger 
postings. 

• Where the resulting transactions are posted. 
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The trigger types are: 

Trigger type Function 

Transaction 
triggers (TT) 

Reallocates cost on a transaction by transaction 
basis. 

It is triggered by the posting of specific transactions. 
It is updated by the transaction server process 
AGRTPS. 

Periodic 
triggers (PR) 

Periodic triggers are used to reallocate costs on a 
periodic basis, rather than on a transaction by 
transaction basis. 

Period end trigger generation (GL06) is used to carry 
out the General Ledger update. 

Intercompany 
triggers (IC) 

Inter-company triggers are used to generate 
transactions between companies. 

The General Ledger is updated by the transaction 
server (AGRTPS), which is triggered as soon as the 
source transactions are posted. 

Year end 
triggers (YE) 

Year end triggers are used to transfer opening 
balances to the new financial year (for balance sheet 
accounts). 

IMPORTANT: The year end trigger destination and 
source are defined in separate windows under 
Opening balance transfer on the main menu. Opening 
balance transfer (AG05) generates the transfer of the 
closing balances to the opening balances for the new 
year. 

Batch input 
triggers 
(B-BZ) 

Batch input triggers are used when importing data 
from an external source. They are used with the 
server process Batch input transactions from external 
system (GL07). 

Batch output 
triggers (EX) 

Batch output triggers are used when exporting data 
to an external source. 

Asset triggers 
(AT) 

Asset Transaction triggers.  Further information 
regarding this trigger type is found in the Asset 
Transaction training course. 
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In this session we will look at transaction and periodic triggers only. 

How do you define a trigger? 

Triggers are defined as follows: 

1. Define an automatic posting rule using the Trigger destination. This 
determines the method for the use of the base data to make up the 
new transactions. 

2. Specify the data selection criteria using the Trigger source. 

When the trigger is defined, it is run via an ABW server process, depending 
upon the trigger type selected. 

 

Defining a trigger posting rule 

The Trigger setup window (TGL013) is used to specify the distribution of 
the transactions generated by the trigger and its source. This is the posting 
rule that is applied when the trigger runs. 

NOTE: Prior to the Trigger setup window the trigger source and destinations 
were setup in their own separate windows.  This method may still be used in 
this version of ABW but will not be discussed as part of this course.  The 
windows are called Trigger source and Trigger destinations. 

1.  Display the Trigger setup window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Automatic posting  
(Triggers) | Trigger setup: 

Source: 
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Destination: 

 

Select a Trigger type of TT and a Trigger called STAT. 

Displayed is the source and destination of this trigger: 

Source: 

 

 

 

The fields in the table are as follows: 

Table column Description 

S Indicates the status of the source, for 
example: 

M to indicate that additional selection 
criteria are specified via the Zoom function, 
N is normal, C is closed. 

Co Specifies the company in which the trigger 
should look for transactions with the 
characteristics specified in the source. 

Account, Specifies the combination of values on any 

Field to 
specify the 
type of 
trigger you 
want to run 

Fields to specify the 
name of the trigger 
you want to run 

Fields to specify the data that is selected by the 
trigger to run trigger actions on 
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Table column Description 

Cat n given transaction that the trigger uses to 
select data. Wildcards or exact values can 
be used. 

Per to (period 
to) 

Specifies the period to which the automatic 
posting is valid. 

In addition to specifying details in the table you can use the  
Trigger source (zoom) window to enter more detailed criteria for 
the fields. 

 Select a row using the Zoom: 

 

You can enter selection criteria in the To, From and ID 
fields and then save your changes. The details you enter 
are used when the trigger is run. For example you can 
select a group of companies by entering a range of 
company ID numbers in the To and From field. 

◄ Note: 
If any changes are 
made via the zoom 
screen, the Status 
on the Trigger 
Source is changed 
to M 
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Destination: 

 

 

 

The fields in the table are as follows: 

Table column Description 

F column 
(on far left) 

Indicates the affect on the account of the 
trigger, for example: 

M to overwrite the original transaction with 
the new account, O to retain the original 
account, 1-7 to retrieve an account code 
from a defined category (IC triggers only). 

Account Specifies the account used if the account 
from the original transaction is to be 
replaced by the trigger. 

F Indicates whether the attribute values 
specified in Cat1-7, TC or TS are used in the 
transaction. If the checkbox is selected the 
value is used. If not selected attribute value 
from the originating transaction line is 
retained. 

Cat n Specifies the value to use in the transaction 
if the F column for the Cat is selected. 

R Sets the Customer/SupplierNo to 0 on the 
generated transaction line (if applicable). 

Amount Specifies the percentage of the original 
amount to be automatically posted. The 
sum of the percentages entered on all rows 
in the definition must equal zero if the 

Period and transaction settings fields for the trigger you want to run 

Rows to specify the account affected by the running of the trigger 
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Table column Description 

trigger type is IC, TT or PR. If the trigger 
type is YE, the sum of the percentages must 
be 100. 

Value Specifies the percentage of the original 
Amount 2 (statistical field) to be 
automatically posted. 

Number Specifies the percentage of the original 
Number (statistical field) to be 
automatically posted. 

M Indicates that the text held against the 
original transaction line is not retained. 

NOTE: The Distribution tool ( ) launches a separate window 
that is used for simplified definition of automatic posting rules. This 
can replace the use of the Trigger destination window for simple cost 
and income distribution triggers. You can split the source transaction 
across other accounts, or attributes, based on statistical values. This 
allows the distribution to be based on information such as 
headcount, square metres or direct hours. The percentage split will 
be calculated automatically. 
 
If some of the information entered here is manually amended in the 
Trigger destination window, you can no longer amend the 
distribution here. 
 
Furthermore, the Cost apportionment tool ( ) may be 
used to define triggers that will automatically reallocate costs based 
upon statistical data. You state which statistical type will be used as 
the basis for the apportionment and over which posting attribute 
apportionments will be spread. 

4. Close the window. 
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Running a trigger 

When the trigger is defined, it is run via an ABW server process, depending 
upon the trigger type selected. The trigger engines that carry out 
automatic posting are: 

• AGRTPS. 

• Period end trigger generation (GL06). 

Each trigger type uses one of the engines to generate the automatic 
postings as follows: 

Trigger type Engine used 

Transaction 
triggers (TT): 

Trigger is run directly by the AGRTPS. 

Whenever a transaction complying with 
requirements in the trigger is posted, the trigger is 
used by AGRTPS to update the General ledger. 

Periodic 
triggers (PR): 

The server process Period end trigger generation 
(GL06) is used to generate the automatic postings. 

The trigger can be run in separate groups. This 
allows the results of one trigger to activate a 
second trigger, and so on. Each group of triggers 
run simultaneously, is then associated with a 
transaction type. 

Display the Periodic Triggers screen (information only): 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Automatic posting  
(Triggers) | Period end trigger generation: 
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Running a Transaction Trigger 

1. Post a transaction to account 6100: 

 

2. Transactions that have been generated via a Trigger Type of TT, can be 
displayed in General Ledger enquiries: 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 8.1: Setting up a transaction trigger 
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Course Review 
 

This session reviews the main elements of the course and covers the 
objectives of the course and the key learning points from each session. 

 

Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course were to help you: 

• Understand how ABW works with attributes, relations, exchange 
rates, and fixed registers. 

• Have sufficient understanding so that as a Super User you can 
fully contribute to an implementation of ABW, administer 
standing data on an existing ABW system, and support other end 
users. 

• Understand the scope of the ABW General Ledger. 

• Understand how you enter different types of journal. 

• Understand how to retrieve information from the General Ledger. 

• Understand the use of Triggers and how to set them up. 
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Key learning points 

Remind yourself of the key learning points for each session. 

 

Session 1 – Looking at ABW Cornerstones 

• Understanding what attributes are and their purpose. 

• Understanding what relations are and their purpose. 

• Understanding what account rules are and their purpose. 

• Understanding how attributes, relations, and account rules link 
together. 

• Understanding what business views are. 

 

Session 2 – Creating a New Company 

• Understanding how you create and set up a new company in 
ABW. 

• Understanding how you can copy data from one company to 
another to aid new company setup. 

• Understanding how you grant user access to a new company. 

 

Session 3 – Working with Currency 

• Understanding currency treatment in ABW. 

• Understanding amount types, and how you set them up. 

• Understanding currencies and exchange rates, and how you set 
them up. 

• Understanding how ABW manages gains and losses from 
fluctuations in exchange rates. 
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Session 4 – Working with Tax 

• Understanding how ABW handles tax. 

• Understanding what tax codes are, and how you set them up. 

• Understanding what the tax system is, and how you set it up. 

 

Session 5 – Working with Accounting Structures 

• Understanding accounting structures and how they are used. 

• Understanding business models, and how they are created. 

• Understanding attribute types, and how attributes are set up. 

• Understanding relations, and how relations are set up. 

• Understanding a transaction plan. 

• Understanding accounting rules, and how they are set up. 

• Understanding charts of accounts, and how they are set up. 

 

Session 6 – Working with preposting routines 

• Understanding preposting routines. 

• Understanding what preposting routines need to be set up to 
meet the accounting needs for transaction numbering and 
periods. 

• Understanding how to set up and maintain periods. 

• Understanding how to set up and maintain transaction series. 

• Understanding how to set up and maintain transaction types. 

• Understanding how to set up and maintain posting cycles. 
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Session 7 – Managing General Ledger transactions 

• Understanding what system information needs to exist before 
General Ledger transactions can be posted. 

• Understanding the General Ledger transaction posting process in 
Smart Client and Self Service. 

• Understanding the options available within ABW to assist in the 
transaction posting process. 

• Understanding how a transaction can be corrected in Smart 
Client and Self Service. 

• Understanding how GL journals can be registered before posting 
in Smart Client and Self Service. 

• Understanding the options available within ABW to view the 
status of transactions via enquiries and reports. 

 

Session 8 – Looking at Triggers 

• Understanding triggers and what they do. 

• Understanding the process of defining triggers. 

• Understanding how triggers are run. 

 

 

Course evaluation form 

Don’t forget to complete the form and hand it to your trainer. 
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